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he National Association of Fire Officers (NAFO) was
determined to transform its newsletter into a fire
tech journal. We did so three months ago, and the
newsletter was laid to rest, while the Fire Tech
magazine was born. I am glad to share with all the
stakeholders and members that the response to
this initiative has been overwhelming. The first issue of Fire Tech
(April - June 2013) was well appreciated.
It was decided that every issue henceforth would include a
central theme affecting the lives of Fire Officers whilst
confronting different challenges. The major incidents/events
during the particular quarter would be the basis for the theme
of our quarterly publication. The Core Committee and senior
officers for this quarter have advised us to stress upon ‘Building
collapses and the role of Fire Services.’
As you all know, the Mumbra building collapse of April 2013,
in which 74 people died and hundreds more were injured, was
a tragedy of monumental proportions. Apart from rendering a
large number of residents homeless and bereft of their shelter
and belongings, it focussed the spotlight on the rescue and
evacuation of those trapped under the rubble, apart from the
quick removal of the deceased.
Following this incident were other building collapses in
Mumbai, Hyderabad and Delhi, to name a few. The Fire Fighters
being the first responders to these tragedies, have done
commendable work in each instance. In case of any such special
service calls (other than actual fire occurrence), the Fire Fighters
in India are determined to dedicate their lives in the call of duty.
Despite infrastructural deficiencies and a weak structure up to
the block level, it is only the zeal and will of the Fire Fighters
trying to give their best of themselves to save life and property
that makes the ultimate difference.
Let us applaud our colleagues for their immense contribution
for this yeoman service. In this connection, I would like to make
a sincere appeal to our colleagues to kindly send us relevant
pictures and information of different incidents or events dealt
with by them, and the corrective policy measures they have
suggested to the authorities. This would facilitate not only the
exchange of information, but the Central and State Government
authorities and all those who refer to our publication would
find it a handy reference guide while framing policies or issuing
certain guidelines.
On that note, welcome to this issue!
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>> fire at Coca Cola stock yard >> A fire broke out at the stock yard of the Coca-Cola Company in
UdyogVihar Phase I on Wednesday, destroying property worth lakhs of rupees..... Read More

At Least 19 Dead in India Fire - Wall Street Journal
By VIBHUTI AGARWAL

NEW DELHI: At least 19 people were killed and
many others injured in a massive fire in a market
complex in the eastern Indian city of Kolkata, police and government officials said.
The fire that began early Wednesday was likely
caused by an electric “short circuit” on the first
floor of the six-story Surya Sen market building,
said Javed Shamim, the joint commissioner of police.
The building in central Kolkata houses shops
selling plastic goods and paper, he said.
Most of the dead were shop employees who
were likely sleeping when the fire broke out, Mr.
Shamim said. “An old woman who had taken shelter inside the building also died.” He added that
dozens were injured.
Firefighters, who rescued several people, took
three hours to put out the fire.
An official at the city’s government-run medical college hospital said 20 people were being
treated there with injuries. The condition of eight
of them was “critical,” said the hospital official
who gave his name as Mahanto.
West Bengal Fire Services Minister Javed Khan
said the market complex in which the fire broke
out was “an illegal, unauthorized old house.” He
said the government will take “strict action”
against the owners of the building for not having

proper fire-safety arrangements.
“People were trapped inside as most of the entry and exit points in the building were locked,”
Mr. Khan said on television news channels.
Kolkata is the capital of West Bengal state.
West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee
said police and fire officials have been ordered to
investigate the cause of the fire and submit their
reports within three days. “Once we get the report, we will see,” she told reporters outside the
market complex.
Kolkata has witnessed several major fire accidents in recent years.
In December 2011, more than 80 people, most
of them patients, died in a fire at the city’s Advanced Medicare Research Institute hospital. The

Massive fire at Coca Cola stock yard
The Times of India, May 23, 2013
GURGAON: A fire broke out at the stock yard of
the Coca-Cola Company in UdyogVihar Phase I on
Wednesday, destroying property worth lakhs of
rupees. However, nobody was reportedly injured.
Sixteen fire tenders and 40 firemen from four fire
stations were pressed into service to control the
massive blaze. Efforts were on to douse the fire till
late in the night.
The fire broke out at the stock yard around
8am on Wednesday. The employees informed the
fire department immediately after they found
smoke emanating from the yard shed. A team of
firefighters, led by officers Mahender Bhardwaj
and Birbal Sharma, arrived at the yard soon after.

“The shed that caught fire was used for storing
Coca Cola bottles. Lakhs of crates carrying soft
drink bottles were stored there. The presence of
plastic crates and some inflammable substances
at the yard made it difficult for our men to douse
the fire completely. Had any furnace caught fire,
leading to a blast, the blaze might have been difficult to control,” Sharma said.
“The exact cause of the fire cannot be confirmed now but overheating of electrical panel
could be the reason,” the officer added. Nobody
was injured in the accident. The estimated loss
due to the fire is yet to be calculated by the company, he added.
>> By Sanjay Yadav

Fire hits Renault-Nissan parts warehouse
near Chennai
Reuters, May 10, 2013
A warehouse supplying parts to Nissan Motor
Co Ltd’s and Renault SA’s factory in India was
almost destroyed by fire on Thursday, a Nissan
spokeswoman said, possibly affecting production at the 400,000-car-per-year plant.
The warehouse, operated by third-party
supplier Yusen Logistics Co, stored spare parts
and accessories used in a factory on the outskirts of Chennai.
Nissan was unable to provide details on any
possible impact on production as the Japanese carmaker was awaiting further details on
the fire damage, a spokeswoman said.
“We are working closely with emergency
services to bring the situation under control
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and all staff remain safe,” the spokeswoman
told Reuters.
The alliance factory builds models for India’s
domestic car market and for export at the
plant.

fire started in the building’s basement where
flammable material was stored.
In March 2010, 24 people were killed in a huge
fire in a building near the city’s central Park Street
area.
Last March, a fire in the Hatibagan market, one
of the oldest markets in Kolkata, damaged most
of its shops. No one was hurt or killed in that fire.
The chief minister said after the 2011 fire at the
Advanced Medicare Research Institute that the
government had ordered strict adherence to
safety rules at all buildings. “No one follows the
norms,” Ms. Banerjee added.
Frequent incidents of fire accidents in markets,
residential buildings, factories, hospitals and on
trains in India have raised concerns about the
country’s safety standards. Experts have blamed
poor monitoring mechanisms for an increasing
number of fire-related accidents.
In last July, 32 people were killed in a fire on a
passenger train in the southern state of Andhra
Pradesh. A massive blaze at a fire-cracker factory
in Tamil Nadu state, also in south India, killed 40
people in September.
In January, two people were killed by a fire at a
fuel storage terminal of state-run Indian Oil Corp.
530965.BY -1.51% in the western Indian state of
Gujarat.
>> vibhuti.agarwal@wsj.com

4 killed in fire at
IndusInd Bank office
in Mumbai
The Hindu, MUMBAI, JUNE 7:

Four IndusInd Bank employees lost their
lives in a late night fire at the Andheri backoffice of the bank. The fire broke out at
around 11.15 p.m. on Thursday.
The deceased have been identified as
Atanu Laha, 35, Rakesh Shirkar, 24, Rohan
Katkare, 25, and Sandeep Naik, 25. Eight others were injured.
Since it was the central processing unit of
the bank, there were employees working
late into night.
According to fire department officials, the
fire took place because of a short-circuit.
“A fire broke out at Induslnd back office in
Andheri (East) at 11.15 p.m. Four Induslnd
Bank employees lost their lives and a few
have been injured,” IndusInd Bank said in a
statement to the BSE.
The injured are being treated at the Seven Hills Hospital in the city. Three of them
are being treated for injuries at the Intensive
Care Unit and believed to be stable.
“Thirty-five people were brought to the
hospital on Thursday night. Four of them
were brought dead. Eight are being treated
for different injuries and trauma and the rest
22 were discharged yesterday after preliminary examination,” Shweta Tyagi, a doctor at
the Seven Hills Hospital, said.
>> satyanarayan.iyer@thehindu.co.in
(This article was published on June 7, 2013)

Patients shifted as fire
triggers panic at SCB

Fire guts shops in
Delhi Chandni Chowk

CUTTACK: At least 15 patients undergoing treatment in the burn wing of the plastic surgery ward
of SCB Medical College and Hospital here had a
close shave on Sunday when a fire broke out in
one of the cabins owing to a short circuit. The incident triggered panic and chaos among patients
and their attendants in the entire ward, though
no one was injured.
Patients’ attendants saw sparks emitting from
an air conditioner in cabin number one around 4
pm and raised an alarm. Hospital staff swung into
action, evacuated patients and turned off the
main switch. In no time, the entire ward was filled
with heavy smoke before general electricity division (GED) officials doused the flames.

New Delhi, Jul 17: A major fire gutted several saree shops in Old Delhi’s congested Chandni
Chowk on Monday night.
The fire was first noticed in a building housing
synthetic saree shops in Vaidwada Gali. The fire
soon spread to shops at the back.
Fire brigade had a tough time controlling the
fire because of the congested street. More than
12 fire tenders were brought in.
The fire occurred when most of the shops were
closed for the day.

Ramzan bustle proves
nightmare for fire
department
HYDERABAD: Cordoning off the arterial NayapulCharminar stretch to make way for hundreds of
hawkers in the final leg of Ramzan could well

prove to be a major fire hazard as vendors leave
little or no room for vehicles to ply, let alone fire
tenders.
Every year as Ramzan draws to a close, tens of
thousands of shoppers from across the state
make way to the Old City for Eid shopping. The
key markets of Madina, Pathergatti, Patel Market,
Gulzar Houz, Lad Bazar and Charminar get
clogged with shoppers all the way to the Charminar Bus Station.

Fire hydrants are getting a new lease of life
If you look carefully, you cannot miss old, red
posts on several pavements and street corners of
Mumbai. Some of these have practically disappeared, buried as they are in pavements. These
barely there structures are fire hydrants, also
known as plugs and a largely defunct part of the
city’s fire fighting system that existed since the
British era. Now, one hears that the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) has decided to
revive them.
The fire brigade department depended on fire
hydrants a few decades ago as adjuncts to the
fire fighting system. They were used specifically
as filling points for water tankers. These were
used to douse fires, after water in the tankers
filled earlier from the station was exhausted. Firemen use to connect the water tanker pipe directly to the hydrants to refill water tankers after their
carrying capacity got exhausted and then use it
to extinguish fires.
The city had over 19,000 fire hydrants during
the British Era, which were placed at a distance of
150 metres each approximately. Most of these
disappeared with time buried during road widening or in the process of development. The city’s
water supply is, to an extent responsible for the
death of these hydrants.
Now, in an elaborate revival plan, the BMC has
decided to revive existing hydrants and allocate
money for the same. Of 10,220 hydrants, 9, 172
were not in working condition while only 1,048
were in use. The BMC has spent over Rs 12 crore
for repair and revive of the unused hydrants in
the past two years. The BMC has spent Rs 8.10
crore on 5,000 hydrants in the island city, while Rs
4.21 crore in the Western suburbs and Rs 7.85

ter mains. The distance between the two fire hydrants must be about 500m. Hydrants should be
provided as per BMC’s approved design and
specifications.
Chief Fire Officer SV Joshi said that the department is well equipped with 28 water tankers of
18,000 litre capacity. He adds, “Though we are
ready to douse any fire the city still needs hydrants, as a useful additional arm to Mumbai’s
firefighting network.” Currently the city has over
10,000 fire hydrants, according to the data revealed by the Right To Information (RTI). All hydrants are connected to an underground water

lakh in the Eastern suburbs for hydrants.
Hydrants are looked after by BMC’s three different departments -- Roads, Water and Fire Brigade. Sharad Yadav, RTI activist who obtained the
information said, “Most hydrants were buried and
damaged during road construction, repairs or
widening work. All hydrants should be repaired
and restored.”
“Earlier, we had water tankers only of 1,000 litre
capacity. Now, we have 18,000 capacity tankers.
The department can take more water to the spot
and also if needed can seek help from nearby fire
stations too.
This is also one reason for sporadic use of these
hydrants,” said a fire officer on the condition of
anonymity.
The BMC’s hydraulic department though, issued a fresh circular for reviving fire hydrants and
guidelines to all wards. As per the circular, fire hydrants are to be provided at the dead end of wa-

pipeline but these are not filled for 24 hours.
Whenever the fire brigade needs additional
water from hydrants, they inform the water department to start supply in the area to activate
the hydrant. In a survey done by the hydraulic department and fire brigade department of the
BMC some years ago, it was revealed that most of
these hydrants are not in working condition.
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>> fire at Coca Cola stock yard >> A fire broke out at the stock yard of the Coca-Cola Company in
UdyogVihar Phase I on Wednesday, destroying property worth lakhs of rupees..... Read More

Fire breaks out at collapsed factory in
Bangladesh, owner arrested

Associated Press, Published April 28, 2013
Rescuers tried to free people believed trapped in
the concrete rubble of a building housing mainly
garment factories that collapsed in Bangladesh a
day after workers complained cracks had developed in the structure. The death toll rose to more
than 300 Friday.
SAVAR, Bangladesh – A fire broke out late Sunday in the wreckage of the garment factory that
collapsed last week in Bangladesh, with smoke
pouring from the piles of shattered concrete and
some of the rescue efforts forced to stop.
The fire came four days after the collapse, as
rescuers were trying to free a woman they found
trapped in the rubble. The flames broke out when
sparks were generated by those rescuers trying
to cut through a steel rod to reach the woman,
said a volunteer rescuer, Syed Al-Amin Roman. At
least three rescue workers were injured in the fire,
he said.
Rescuers have retreated from the part of the
wreckage where the fire erupted, but were still
trying to reach any possible survivors in other

parts of the destroyed eight-story building.
Firefighters were frantically hosing down the
flames.
“Hopefully we will be able to control it,” said
Brig. Gen. Mohammed Siddiqul Alam Shikder,
who is overseeing rescue operations.
It wasn’t immediately clear what happened to
the trapped woman.
The fire came hours after the owner of the illegally-constructed building was captured Sunday
at a border crossing with India.
Mohammed Sohel Rana was arrested in Benapole in western Bangladesh, just as he was about
to flee into India’s West Bengal state, said Jahangir
Kabir Nanak, junior minister for local government.
Rana was brought back by helicopter to the capital Dhaka where he faced charges of negligence.
Rana’s capture brought cheers and applause
when it was announced on a loudspeaker at the
site of the collapsed building in the Dhaka suburb of Savar.
At least 377 people are confirmed to have died
in the Wednesday collapse. Three of the building’s
floors were built illegally. The death toll is expected to rise but it is already the deadliest tragedy to
hit Bangladesh’s garment industry, which is worth
$20 billion annually and is a mainstay of the
economy. The collapse and previous disasters in
garment factories have focused attention on the
poor working conditions of workers who toil for
as little as $38 a month to produce clothing for
top international brands.
Bangladesh’s garment industry was the third
largest in the world in 2011, after China and Italy,
having grown rapidly in the past decade. The
country’s minimum wage is the equivalent of
about $38 a month.

Fire breaks out in Moscow subway tunnel
CNN, June 5, 2013
Fifty-nine people sought medical attention after
a fire in a tunnel by a Moscow metro station during the Wednesday morning rush hour, Russia’s
Emergency Situations Ministry said.
Eleven of them were hospitalized, it said. Psychologists were sent to the scene to help those in
need.
The underground alert near the Kremlin
prompted the evacuation of about 4,500 commuters, the ministry said.
The blaze started when a power cable caught
fire in a tunnel near Okhotny Ryad, on the metro’s
oldest Sokolnicheskaya line, the ministry said. It
has been extinguished.
Moscow State University student Petr Sergeiivich, 18, was among passengers evacuated from
the metro.
He smelled smoke while riding on a train,
which was busy with all the seats taken. When it
reached Okhotny Ryad station, police told the
passengers to evacuate.
“We see a huge smoke in the metro, but there
is no panic in the crowd,” he said. “Everyone waited underground quite patiently.”
The passengers followed instructions and were
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back above ground within a few minutes, he said.
Metro services on the Sokolnicheskaya line are
now back to normal, the emergencies ministry
said.
>> By Laura Smith-Spark and Alexander Felton

1 dead, many injured
in Philadelphia
building collapse
intoday.com, June 6, 2013
A building that was being torn down collapsed with a thunderous boom Wednesday, raining bricks on a neighboring thrift
store, killing a woman and injuring at least
13 other people in an accident that witnesses said was bound to happen.
Another woman was pulled from the
rubble of the Salvation Army thrift store
two hours after the collapse when rescuers
heard her voice, city fire Commissioner
Lloyd Ayers said. The search for survivors
continued hours after the 10:45 a.m. collapse on the edge of downtown and was
to go on through the night, Ayers said, with
rescuers using buckets and their bare
hands to move bricks and rubble.
“We’re hoping that anyone that’s inside
is in a void and we can have a live rescue,”
he said. “If not, we’ll just take this apart a little at a time.”
The woman who died was 35 years old,
Mayor Michael Nutter said, but no other information about her was released.
Officials said they would keep excavating to make sure there were no other victims. “We do not know how many people
were actually in the thrift store this morning when the wall collapsed on the building,” Mayor Michael Nutter said late
Wednesday afternoon.
He said officials from the Department of
Labor and Occupational Safety and Health
Administration were at the scene.
Survivors were taken to hospitals with
mostly minor injuries, and some had been
treated and released by evening. The collapse involved an empty building that
once housed a first-floor sandwich shop
and apartments above. The thrift shop was
on one side. The other side was an adult
bookstore and theater that had been taken
down within the last few months.
Several witnesses said they had been
casting a wary eye on the demolition site
and questioned how the workers were
tackling the job. That raised questions
about how closely the highly visible spot
on Market Street, one of Philadelphia’s signature boulevards, was being monitored.
Roofer Patrick Glynn said he had been
watching workers take down the doomed
building over the past few weeks, and he
said he suspected a collapse was inevitable
because of the methods the workers were
using.

Fire in Russian
Psychiatric
Hospital That
Killed 38 Stirs
Anger Over
State’s Neglect

over the last year.
“This is not the first time it has happened,” he
said. “It is really terrible when 38 people burn
alive; it shocks you. But over the last 25 years
these catastrophes have taken on a regular character.”
New York Times, April 26, 2013
The fire captured the Kremlin’s attention early
MOSCOW — When flames shot out of Psychiatric
in the day, and a stream of high-ranking officials
Hospital No. 14 at 2 a.m. on
were sent to the scene, about
Friday, people in the vil70 miles north of Moscow.
lage of Ramensky crept as
President Vladimir V. Putin,
close as they could, knowwho once watched his suming that patients and medmer cottage destroyed by
ical staff were probably
fire while firefighters wresThe shed that caught
trapped inside. But fire
tled with their equipment,
fire
was
used
for
raged through the 73-yearcalled it “yet another remindstoring Coca Cola
old wooden building, and
er that safety must be taken
there was nothing to put it
seriously.”
bottles. Lakhs of
out with.
But many, especially critics
crates
carrying
soft
“What could you do?”
of the government, said Rusdrink bottles were
one neighbor told a televisia’s bureaucracy has routinesion crew. “You couldn’t
ly halted attempts to estabstored there.
help them with a bucket of
lish effective oversight mechwater from a ditch. There
anisms.
was no hose, no hydrant.”
“Criminal liability for what
An alarm had sounded
has happened can only be a
at the nearest fire station
result of a thorough and ob30 miles away, across a rain-swollen canal with a
jective investigation of this drama,” said Vladimir
ferry that will not operate until summer. So the
P. Lukin, Russia’s human rights commissioner.
“However, the feeling remains that the Ramensky
firefighters took a long detour, and arrived an
hour later.
tragedy is in line with the context of an overall
civic disease: indifference to all human problems
By morning, the hospital was nothing but
black walls and a row of bed frames filled with
but your own.”
ashes. A spokeswoman for the Investigative ComPsychiatric Hospital No. 14 was a locked facility
mittee said many of the dead had been burned
that housed people with schizophrenia, mental
alive.
retardation and drug and alcohol addiction.
Around half of them took powerful antipsychotic
Friday’s fire, which killed 38, was a reminder of
medications at bedtime to help them sleep, offithe decay and neglect that plagues life in much
cials said.
of Russia, despite a decade-long, oil-fueled economic revival.
Irina Gumennaya, a spokeswoman for the RusThe rate of deaths in fires has been dropping
gradually, but as of 2008 remained above 8 per
100,000 citizens, compared to roughly 1 per
100,000 in Greece, Denmark, the United States or
the United Kingdom, according to a report by the
Geneva Association, which analyzes international
fire statistics.
The Russian government reported 12,000
deaths from fire in 2011; the same year, 2,500
By David Undercoffler, Los Angeles Times
people died in fires in the United States, which
June 3, 2013
has twice the population of Russia.
Ford is recalling nearly 390,000 vehicles in the U.S.
Decrepit, underfinanced institutions have been
for a potential fuel tank leak that could result in a
the sites of some of Russia’s worst tragedies in refire.
cent years. Yuri S. Savenko, the president of the InThe automaker said the recall affects the Ford
dependent Psychiatric Association of Russia, said
Explorer, Taurus, Flex, Fusion, Interceptor Utility, Inone-third of the country’s psychiatric hospitals
terceptor Sedan, and Lincoln MKS, MKT, and MKZ.
have been declared unfit, and that small hospitals
All of the vehicles are from the 2013 model year.
in villages were especially neglected. Pay for staffAt issue is a part within the gas tank that may
ers is miserly — typically around $170 a month.
fail and leak fuel onto the ground. If the spilled
Mr. Savenko said he was aware of 15 similar fires
fuel catches a spark, a fire could occur. Ford said it

sian Investigative Committee, said investigators
believed the fire started on a sofa, perhaps by a
recovering addict who smoked cigarettes surreptitiously.
A nurse woke and tried to evacuate the patients, but was able to lead only one woman, who
had a diagnosis of schizophrenia, to safety. Another patient left on his own. The remaining 38
died of burns or carbon monoxide poisoning,
many still in their beds. Among them, 11 had no
known relatives, making DNA identification difficult, said Veronika Skvortsova, Russia’s health
minister.
“It was a fatal situation,” Ms. Skvortsova said.
“The people who were next to the door were able
to save themselves.”
Television crews swarmed Ramensky on Friday,
and villagers, often refusing to give their names,
complained that firefighters arrived late and unprepared.
Vadim Belovoshin, an emergency services official, acknowledged grimly that it had taken firefighters more than an hour to travel from their
station, 30 miles away, because “the ferry across
the canal isn’t working, so it was necessary to go
around.”
But he suggested that the building would have
burned anyway.
“You have to understand, this was a log house,
with wooden walls and a wooden roof, covered
with corrugated fiberglass, it catches fire immediately,” Mr. Belovoshin told a news crew.
By evening, prosecutors had opened a criminal
investigation, and a flurry of new initiatives had
been announced.
Parliament ordered inspections of psychiatric
hospitals, and the chief of Russia’s Emergency Situations Ministry proposed fire safety “subbotniki,”
in which citizens devote their holidays to days of
mass, Soviet-style volunteer work.
Mr. Savenko, however, said he did not expect
the Russian authorities to embrace systemic
change.
“They’re used to it,” Mr. Savenko said. “They
know how to turn around and blame people
around the edges, the little fish, as we say. It is
right before our eyes, and of course the people
are outraged; they understand everything correctly.
“But for now, tension will continue to build, because nothing will be done.”
>> By ELLEN BARRY and ANDREW E. KRAMER

Ford recalls nearly 390,000 vehicles in
U.S. for fire risk
is not aware of any fires, accidents, or injuries as a
result of this defect.
The automaker has received 600 complaints as
of March 31, said Ford spokeswoman Kelli Felker.
Owners who detect the smell of gas or notice a
leak are urged to contact their dealer immediately for a service appointment.
The recall also affects nearly 77,000 vehicles
in other global markets, including Canada and
Mexico. Ford said it alerted the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration of the recall on May 28.
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NAfO launched smart cards
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Retractable BA Personal Line
supplied by speedings
Limited.
the new speedings limited retractable bA personal line has
been designed from the using
more than 15 years of experience in the use and manufacture of these lines.
the casing has been ergonomically designed to slide past obstructions the smooth shape and raised
shoulder to the trigger button prevents snagging. the 6m line is 2.6mm Aramid braid running off a reinforced self lubricating inner spool which combined with a constant force spring gives a smooth and more positive
movement.
the retractable lines are available with either a curved gate aluminium
or stainless steel karabiner and can also be supplied with a pouch to store
the karabiner.

nAfo launched smart cards for its members last month, during a
special meeting in mumbai on June 20. the smart card is to carry
details of each member with his photograph, as also additional
details about his blood group, etc. A long-term plan is to embed a
chip on each card; when inserted into a device, the members’
professional details would automatically pop up on a computer
screen.
the smart cards are red and blue in colour. the red colour
backdrop indicates the ‘fire’, the holy one – one of the five
elements which is
well-controlled
by the fire services. it also signifies
the fire in each
nAfo member.
the half portion
‘blue’ background
signifies the ‘ocean’
(water) which is
the major and useful fire-fighting media. it also denotes
the ‘sky’, representing the progress the country has made so far.

With FASPLINT Full Body, benefits of vacuum mattress on a budget
NEW DEVICE IS DESIGNED WITH THE

back: their cost. At around $500 apiece, they can
be too expensive for some agencies to afford.
hartwell medical’s new fAsplint full body was
created to address that problem.
designed with the same material and vacuum
technology as hartwell’s line of semi-disposable
vacuum splints, the fAsplint full body provides
the benefits of a vacuum mattress at less than a
third of the price. When used with a backboard,
the fAsplint full body molds to the patient’s
body to immobilize and support, which alleviates
pressure point pain, increases comfort, and helps
insulate the patient against hypothermia.

SAME MATERIAL AND VACUUM
TECHNOLOGY AS SEMI-DISPOSABLE
VACUUM SPLINTS
Vacuum mattresses, whether used on their own
or with a backboard, can dramatically reduce the
pain and fear patients face when injured. by
molding to patients’ bodies without applying
pressure, vacuum mattresses reduce pressure
point tenderness and increase patient comfort —
a win-win for patients and medics.
but vacuum mattresses can have a major draw-

Tuff Built offers new foam
system in small size
tuff built has released its new stored energy
foam system (sefs) in a small and inexpensive
package. the system can be powered by scbA
bottles, nitrogen bottles, service truck air or shop
air.
the package, which still provides the fire
knockdown capabilities of a full-sized system, is
perfect for homes, business, garages, as well as
high-risk industrial environments, such as wood
processing plants, maintenance shops and printing companies.

True North Radio Chest
Dual Universal Harness

true north radio chest dual universal harness
is designed for greater comfort and function.
the radio harness sits comfortably on the
chest, without sagging or
swinging, due to unique suspension system. elastic straps
keep radios in place when
bending over. it can also be
mounted directly to your web
gear shoulder harness with optional radio chest integration
straps.
n designed to carry bendix

king, motorola, icom, thales, m/A-com and
kenwood radios
n Adjustable pocket holds a mobile phone or
gps unit
n mesh back plate allows airflow and eliminates multiple straps
n pocket for writing tools, penlight, and other
instruments
n large map / notebook pocket with velcro closure
n pocket for spare battery or
small mobile phone
n can mount directly to your
line pack shoulder harness with
integration straps
n slots for holding two pens
(sharpie or ballpoint)
n Weight: 1 lbs

Water Co2 Type (Gas Cartridge)
fire extinguisher (As per is: 940-1989) With the help of our professionals,
we are engaged in offering our clients an exclusive range of Water co2
type fire extinguisher. suitable for the A type of fires that involve materials like paper, cloth, wood, fiber, rubber and plastic, this fire extinguishers
are filled with different chemicals which forms carbon dioxide when gets
in contact with each other. We offer these fire extinguishers in different
capacities as per the requirements of clients.
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>> Deputy Fire Officer and General Secretary, NAFO, Santosh
Warick, welcoming the officers.

>> Director, Maharashtra Fire Services and President, NAFO,
MV Deshmukh, addressing the officers.

The NAFO s
>> MV Deshmukh, President, NAFO, makes a point. Also in the picture are Founder President, NAFO, GB Menon, flanked
by ex-CFO, Delhi Fire Service, SK Dheri on his left, and ex-Director Delhi Fire Service, RC Sharma on his right.

NAFO

held its special meet of all its members on June 20, 2013 at Hotel Taj Land’s End,
Bandra, Mumbai.
The first lot of NAFO Membership Smart Cards
were also distributed to the members present, and
these were applauded and appreciated by all (See
Page 8 for information on the NAFO Smart Cards).
AMONG THE ITEMS DISCUSSED AND
AFFIRMED WERE:
 Plans for seminar/exhibition to be held up to
December 2013
 Registration of NAFO under Public Charitable
Trust in Mumbai and applying for a PAN Card,
which is now mandatory for all organisations
or associations.
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 To increase the membership base and
strengthen the Association; Regional Chapters
(East, North ,South ) were formed with Regional Heads.
EAST: Mr. Debapriya Biswas, Additional Director
General, West Bengal Fire and Emergency
Services.
NORTH: Mr. R.C.Sharma, Ex Director, Delhi Fire
Service
SOUTH: Mr Sumit Khanna, Consultant, FM Global.
All the professionals present, including the
Founder President Mr. GB Menon, Former CFO,
Delhi Fire Service, Mr SK Dheri, Former Director,
Delhi Fire Service and VP, NAFO Mr. RKSharma, Mr
Jagdish, Business Development Manager (UL In-

dia) placed on record their appreciation for the
rejuvenation of NAFO as well as the revamped
NAFO Journal, FIRE-TECH .
THE MISSION OF NAFO IS : “To generate awareness, management skills and upgrade knowledge
for fire service personnel.”
A Presentation was made by Mr. Brett Brewster
CEO Building Reports ,USA about using latest
technology in conducting Fire Audit of premises
where in info is uploaded and recorded whilst
the audit is going on by means of a cell-phone
type device.
A few of the photos of the distinguished
speakers and participants are displayed herewith.

>> The rapt audience.

>> The first lot of NAFO Smart Cards
were distributed during the function.

special meeting
A REPORT ON NAFO’S SPECIAL MEETING THAT TOOK PLACE ON JUNE 20.

>> Motion being passed and applauded
by the officers.

>> Brett Brewster, CEO, Building Reports
from the USA during his presentation.

>> A query being raised by Kiran Hatyal, Senior Instructor,
Maharashtra Fire Academy.
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the fPAi
SeMiNAr

iN GUJArAt
THE FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION OF
INDIA (FPAI), MUMBAI ORGANISED A HALFDAY SEMINAR AT HOTEL HYATT, AHMEDABAD
ON AUGUST 10. A BRIEF REPORT AND PICTURES.
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T

he seminar started with a
welcome speech by Nitin
Shah, President, FPAI.
R Banerjee, CEO, Gujarat
State Disaster Management
Authority, gave the inaugural
speech that provided different
perspectives and useful development strategies relating to
the fire industry at large. Dr Banerjee expressed his views related to the numbers of fire
hazards in Gujarat, in view of
the fact that several petrochemicals, refineries and gas
companies exist in almost all
parts of Gujarat. He also
stressed on the need to train
fire staff to prevent loss of life
and property.

M

V Deshmukh, Director, Maharashtra
Fire Services, spoke on issues impacting fire protection industry and explained
the Maharashtra Fire Prevention and Life
Safety Measure Act, and suggested that Gujarat State should adopt similar system and
that the MFS is ready to provide guidance
and assistance in implementing the same.

D

K Shami, Fire Advisor, Government of India, explained about modernization of
Fire and Emergency Services in India and
briefed the gathering about allocation of
funds from the Ministry to the different
States for implementing fire related services,
and to private companies on PPP and TOT basis.
Dr HS Kaparwan, Ex-Director, DRDO, gave a
presentation on ‘New Standards for Fire Extinguishers,’ while Vatsal Patel, Engineer, Urban Development Authority, explained the
new GDR Act. Alok Singh, Officer, Bureau of
Indian Standards (BIS), spoke on the Implementation of the licensing procedure at present.
More than 150 delegates attended the
event from various fields, mainly from petrochemicals, refineries and municipal corporations, along with FPAI Members.
There was an open panel discussion by the
members with the dignitaries. The programme ended with a vote of thanks by
Mukesh M Shah, Committee Member.
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THE FIRST OF A TWO-PART SERIES ON DISASTER MITIGATION
IN THE EVENTS OF NATURAL AND MAN-MADE DISASTERS.
BY SUBHASH K RANE

PreParing

for effeCtive

resCue
R

mit

esponse time is the key for disaster mitigation. You may call for
columns or battalions from the
State or Federal Headquarters,
but the globally accepted norm
is to strengthen the fire services at the local
level.
In countries like the US, Austria and Germany, the response time to an emergency


Disaster Management is defined as, an ‘applied science, which
seeks, by the systematic observation and analysis of disaster, to
improve measures relating to prevention, mitigation
preparedness emergency response and recovery.’

has been found to be three to five minutes;
this is well-shouldered by the fire fighters
who respond to any contingency, whenever
life and property is in danger. Unfortunately,
the fire service structure at the block level is
weak.
The concise Oxford dictionary defines disaster as, “A sudden or great misfortune, a
calamity.” Webster’s dictionary defines disaster as, “A sudden calamitous event producing great material damage, loss and distress”.
Disasters are also defined as, “An event,
natural or man-made, sudden or progressive, which impacts with such severity that
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the affected community has
to respond by taking exceptional measures.”
One of the important causes of
disasters is environmental degradation, which is often a result of economic development and associated
human settlement patterns. If appropriate resource management is not done,
it can increase the country’s vulnerabili-

ty to natural hazards and exacerbate their
impacts.
Disaster Management is defined as, an
applied science, which seeks, by the systematic observation and analysis of disaster, to
improve measures relating to prevention,
mitigation preparedness emergency response and recovery.’

natural disasters
Disaster can be classified as Natural or Manmade. Natural disasters are earthquakes,
floods, cyclones, landslides, tsunamis, famine or drought, volcanoes, etc. Man-made
disasters are fires, conventional wars, biological wars, chemical wars, nuclear wars,
communal riots, bomb blasts, etc.
Disasters have phases. The phases of a disaster are typically: the pre-disaster period,
the warning phases, the emergency phase,
the rehabilitation phase, the recovery phase
and the reconstruction phase.

disaster Management
cycle:

normal level of functioning following a
disaster.

develoPment:
It is the process by which communities and
the nation are assisted in returning to their
normal level of functioning following a disaster.
disasTEr ManagEMEnT plan:- Realism,
level of the plan, flexibility, co-ordination,
definition of responsibility, ease of use, clarity of aim.
The purpose of planning is to anticipate
future situations and requirements thus ensuring the application of effective and coordinated counter measures. There should be
flexibi lity of approach while planning but
certain common features tend to apply to
most plans.

Clarity of aim
Aim carefully and accurately selected.

realism

mitigation

ease of use
References in the plan should be clear and
readily identifiable.

EarTh quakE:
Earthquake is one of the most devastating
natural disasters. Earthquakes are the least
predictable of all natural disasters. They are
sudden, violent, shaking or movement of
part of the Earth’s surface caused by the
abrupt displacement of rock masses, usually
within the upper 10 to 20 miles of the
earth’s surface. An earthquake occurs when
pressure beneath the earth’s crust builds up.
India is highly susceptible to earthquakes
with over 60 per cent of our land mass being vulnerable to damage by earthquakes.
The city of Mumbai is also in one of the
highly seismic zones (Zone III). There are
three major fault lines along Mumbai. They

Plan must be realistic, it must relate to an
accurate assessment of the disaster.

disasTEr: Preparedness, Response, Development, Recovery, Prevention, Mitigation.
PreParedness

To avoid misunderstanding and duplications in various activities responsibilities are
clearly defined.

early warnings of earthQuaKes

resPonse

disaster
management
CyCle

Prevention

develoPment

level Changes

reCovery

temPerature

Prevention:
Action within this segment is designed to
impede the occurrence of a disaster event
or prevent such an occurrence having
harmful effects on communities or key installations.

mediCal

disturBanCe

mitigation:

Change in attitude

Action within this segment usually takes the
form of specific programmed intended to
reduce the effects of disaster on a nation or
a community.

gas

PreParedness:
This usually comprises measures which enable Governments, communities and individuals to respond rapidly and effectively to
disaster situations.

disaster imPaCt:
It is self explanatory where disaster event
occurs, impact can very between different
types of disasters.

level of the Plan
Accurately related to the level with which it
is concerned.

fleXiBility

resPonse:

This is required because disaster circumstances do not follow set patterns.

These response measures are usually those
which are taken immediately prior to and
following the disaster impact.

Co-ordination

reCovery:

All arrangements convert by the plan
should be made with the co-ordination factor in mind.

It is the process by which communities and
the nation are assisted in returning to their

definition of resPonsiBility

land slides
aCtive Causes of land slides
indireCt Causes of landslide
removal of toe suPPort
earthQuaKes
over loading – ConstruCtion of houses
torrential rains
over steePening of the sloPes
drilling and Blasting oPerations
over saturation with water seePage
Passing of vehiCles
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lie under the Thane creek, the Panvel creek
and the Dharamtar creek. The three faults
intersect at Uran. There are some more minor fault lines near the eastern suburbs,
which makes them more vulnerable than
the western suburbs. In western suburbs,

minor fault lines are near Powai,Vihar and
Tulsi Lakes.

Early warnings of
earthquakes:>> Till such technology is not fully developed, we have to rely on the
following early warnings.
n The level of the well water changes before earthquakes. New springs start,
sometimes clean water becomes dirty,
suddenly speed of river water changes.
n Temperatures – Prior to earthquakes, the
temperature of the nearby area increases.
n Medical – Prior to earthquakes, premature deliveries and abortions increases,
there are spikes in diseases like blood
pressure heart diseases, headache, etc.
n Prior to earthquakes there is a disturbance in TV/radio relay.
n Change in attitude of animals – Animals, birds become restless and show
behavioral changes and behave erratically afterward.
n Sometimes, a rare gas called radon is
emitted before an earthquake.
>> After an Earthquake, what must
Government Authorities do?
n Instant reaction
n Establishment of control
n Assistance of civic authorities and military
n Corpse disposal.
n Medical support
n Epidemics management
n Salvage operation
n Development of resources
n Outside relief
n Camp – work and employment
n Fire fighting
n Information gathering
>> Prediction and prevention
of landslides:
n A geological examination will help
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predict landslides
n Landslides can be avoided by avoiding
causes stated earlier
n Quarrying may be prohibited in residential areas
n Conventional measures like construction
of retaining wall, grunting, rock bolting
etc. can be adopted.
>> After the landslide:
n Plans of rescue of casualties trapped under debris
n Removal of debris
n Provision of hospital, medical and nursing
staff
n Establishment of mobile communication
n Emergency sanitation, alternative supply
of water, food
n Provision of welfare facilities
n Provision of food, clothing, shelter
n Disposal of the dead and their identification
n Mobilisation of transport
n Liaison with civic authorities and other
NGOs.

Floods:
Flood is a situation where a normally dry
land becomes inundated with water. Flood
is a very common disaster in India. The
types of floods are coastal floods, river
flood,s flash floods, flash floods in Arroyos,
to name a few.

Causes of Flooding:
>> Manmade causes
n Rapid urbanisation
n Inadequate drainage system
n Inadequate water supply
n Improper design of dams, reservoirs
n Improper infill traction basins
n Increased erosion and eco system damage
n Harder (paved) surfaces.
>> Normal causes
n Cyclone
n Rapid accumulation of surface water
n Erosion of shore line
n Tsunamis
n Natural water bodies over flowing their
banks.
n Sea coast Flood.

Basic Priorities against
Floods:
n Safeguards against chronic, minor flooding
n Safeguards against severe/major storm
flooding
n Storm water drainage at convenient level
n Sewage management for safe disposal of
water
n Hydrology department with knowledge
of hydraulics
n Engineering department with its designing skills

n Construction and maintenance department
n Financial, social and political skills.

Coping with Flood
>> Before
n Listen to local radio/T.V.
n Store drinking water and food
n Keep inventory of valuables and keep
them in a safe place
n Take steps to floodproof your home
n Plan for evacuation and have mock drills.
n Find out flood prone areas
n Do not spread rumours
n Prepare emergency/disaster kit
n Check battery operated equipments.
>> During
n Listen to latest storm information
n Prepare immediate precautionary action
n Beware of streams, drainage channels and
areas of floods
n Secure your home
n Disconnect utilities which are not
essential
n Assist disabled persons
n Take action to avoid structural damage of
your house/building
n Take precautions for your car parked on
higher ground
n Sandbagging should be done around
lake, house and wherever necessary.
n Do not cross stream of floods
n Do not spread rumours.
>> After
n Stay away from moving water
n Be aware of weakened areas due to flood
n Stay away from downed power lines
n Continue listening to radio for
information and assistance
n While entering damaged buildings, use

extreme caution and use battery operated flash lights. Examine the building first
n Watch out for animals and reptiles
n Throw away food which has come in contact with water
n Pump out flooded basement to avoid
structural damage
n Check utilities before use.

Cyclone:
Cyclone is a low pressure area in the atmosphere. It has two characteristics:
n Atmospheric pressure is lowest at the
center

n Get under a heavy table or desk
n Use arms to protect head and neck
n Avoid places of wide span roofs, such as
auditoriums
n Do not remain inside a vehicle
n Go to a pre-decided safe location
n Disconnect all equipments and appliances which are not required
n Store water in a clean container
n Leave low lying areas
n Remain indoors, do not panic, be calm
n Do not spread rumours.
>> After:
n Listen to the radio/ T.V. and get latest information
n Stay out of damaged buildings
n Help injured or trapped persons
n Call for help. If possible, remove the injured properly
n Clean up the area
n Check all utilities such as electric supply,
gas supply, sewage lines and take appropriate action
n Help neighbours and give assistance to
people like the disabled and elderly.

Famines and
Droughts:
n The winds spiral in towards the center
Cyclones, according to their characteristics and conditions, are called
1) Tornado
2) Typhoon
3) Hurricane
When cyclone is coming, you have only a
short amount of time to make a life or death
decision. Advance planning and quick response is the key for survival.

2. Agricultural Drought
3. Hydrological Drought

Effects of Drought and
Famine:
>> Primary
n Decreased food production
n Damage to land, plants and animal life
n Reduction of human consumption and
hygienic use of water
n Proliferation of insects
n Damage to natural environment
n Reduced cloud cover, increased temperature and dust and sand storms.
>> Secondary
n Economic loss
n Radical population shift
n Post drought erosion and flooding.

Drought Management
objectives:
n Focus on employment generation
n Water conservation, maintain power
supply

A drought is not a famine. Famine means severe shortage of food. Natural causes include droughts, floods and earthquakes, insect plagues and plant disease. Human
causes include wars, civil disturbances, sieg-

Recommendations:
>> Before
n Special preparedness, planning and
awareness movements required in mega
cities like Mumbai.
n Mapping of coastal areas at half meter intervals extending up to 10 to 20 km of
coastal line, which can be used for the
purpose of evacuation
n Tie down loose items located outside, and
seal important documents and valuables.
n Check battery powered equipments.
n Listen to radio/T.V.
n Conduct mock emergency drills
n Designate an area in the home as a
shelter
n Keep disaster supplies kit handy.
>> During:
n Go at once to a windowless interior room,
storm cellar, and basement, or to the lowest level of the building
n Get away from windows
n Go to the center of the room, stay away
from corners because they tend to attract
debris

es and deliberate crop destruction.
Drought is a condition of abnormally dry
weather within a geographic region, where
some rain might be expected.
The term drought is applied to a period in
which an unusual scarcity of rain causes a
serious hydrological imbalance. Water supply reservoirs empty, wells dry up, and crops
are damaged.

Types of Drought:
1. Meteorological Drought

n Save standing crop
n Supplies of essential commodities
n Protect people from nutritional
deficiency
n Create employment to help development.
n Create productive assets in effective areas, e.g. water ponds, designing of drainage canals, check dams etc.
n Use appropriate media for warning
systems.
>> Subhash K Rane is Divisional Fire Officer, MIDC, Mumbai
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Safe ingress:
A fireman’s perspective
l by Dr GC Misra
People often wonder about the
spread of fire via staircases. There
is a science to this spread, which
needs to be examined in detail.

T

he ‘stack effect’ signifies the
movement of air into and out of
buildings primarily due to buoyant forces that come in to play
due to a difference in indoor and
outdoor air density. The air density varies
due to altitude, temperature and humidity.
However, from the fire protection point of
view, the variation in air density due to humidity and altitude is insignificant as compared to the variation due to temperature
such that the higher the temperature, the
lower the density, resulting in a positive
buoyancy. This positive buoyancy, in fact, is

the driving force for the products of combustion (gases/smoke etc.) to migrate from
the combustion zone to the compartment
boundary such as ceiling, floor and walls
and crosses the boundary subject to availability of openings.
In fire situations where combustion products migrate beyond the compartment of
origin, a pressure differential exists which
causes the air movement from outside to
the fire compartment. The quantity of air
flowing from outside to inside would decide the fire to be ventilation-controlled
(free supply of air) or fuel-controlled (re-
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stricted supply of air) which in turn influences the rate of smoke mass production.
The migration of hot gases/smoke beyond the fire compartment, in particular, to
the escape routes like corridor/passageways, staircases etc affects the occupants
and the fire fighters. Also, the migration of
hot gases/smoke is associated with the loss
of heat to the surroundings (structural and
non-structural) depending upon the temperature difference and cooling of hot gases or smoke causes smoke to descend,
thereby filling the entire volume of the passage ways and/or corridors and unprotected staircases and other volumes connected
via other horizontal and vertical openings.
The temperature along the migratory
path of hot gases/smoke from the compartment of fire origin to the unprotected areas
until the boundary (external walls/roof etc)

rises above the outside temperature, thereby causing leakage of hot gases/smoke to
the atmosphere and outside air to infiltrate
in to the building via openings.

Fires in old
constructions
The fires in old constructions that are naturally ventilated are comparatively easy to
handle than fires in modern constructions
that are usually windowless. The heat buildup and smoke accumulation in the latter is
comparatively much higher than the former,
during fire conditions necessitating the
venting: in a natural way by break opening
the fixed glazing/roof/window/wall/door etc
or by using the mechanical means such as
use of blower/exhauster which is not practicable all the times. All such efforts cost time.

Past experience of
fire accidents
n Based on the several fire accidents that were
attended to in the past 15 years, it was experienced that entry to the fire affected floor was
always difficult, where staircases opened in
line with the connecting passages or corridors
with or without a fire check door. The fire fighters had to face hot smoke head-on while getting out of the staircase to enter the affected
floor.
n The internal staircase design as per the National Building Code of India necessarily required one wall to be the external wall. Under
fire conditions, a pressure difference existed
between the stairwell having openings to the
outside at every landing and the connecting
passage or corridor due to a stack effect,
which led hot smoke to migrate from the fire
compartment to outside the building through
staircase which is the path of least resistance
for the hot smoke. The entry on the affected
floor was found to be less punishing or convenient when approached across the line of
smoke travel.
The punishment was severe in gaining access to affected floor that had single staircase.
Scientists may have reasons in support or otherwise, but the fact is that the access to the
fire floor was always convenient when made
across the line of smoke migration. Walking
closer to fire with smoke layer over head was
always preferred over the entry, through the
area that required submerging of the whole
body in smoke.
n Another striking experience has been the place
of recovery of dead bodies in fatal fire accidents. On fewer occasions, the charred bodies
were recovered from the fire compartment
while in most cases, bodies were recovered
from the connecting passages, locked or obstructed exit ways, dead end of corridors indicating that those unfortunates were conscious
and had time to walk down in the direction
available, but failed and succumbed to asphyxia.
n Also, the Delhi Fire Service fire accident data
reveal that the numbers of lives lost in fire accidents involving low-rise buildings are more
than the lives lost in high-rise buildings (buildings that are 15 metres or more in height).
These fire experiences necessitate a revisit to
the concept of concentrated focus on high-rise
buildings or buildings having floor plate more
than 500 sqaure metres. Means of egress facilities are equally important in all types of
buildings, whether low-rise or high-rise.

Role of design
The concept of energy conservation is getting popular and a major concern of the designer in modern buildings is the sealing of
buildings to minimise the loss of conditioned air to the atmosphere and provide
air changes as may be necessary from
health point of view, through mechanical
means. Technological solutions to such a
concern are pouring in a great deal.
Several types and numbers of dampers
can be seen in these modern constructions,
some of which are designed to open and
some dampers to close, and the air movement is caused by operation of large air
handling units under normal operating conditions. However, during fire conditions, on
receipt of a signal from automatic fire detection and alarming system or by manual
means, the normal operation stops and the
emergency systems such as pressurisation,
smoke exhaust, fresh air supply fans, depending upon the design, comes in to operation for maintaining the tenability condi-

tions to facilitate safe evacuation of occupants and working of fire service personnel.
Efforts are being made by the researchers
and the industry to refine the system either
by improving the design of the equipment
used in the system or by adding more technicalities to the systems or by both. This has
led the development of the smoke venting
via ventilators provided close to ceilings in
the earlier days to installation of mechanised exhaust/pressurisation or the combination controlled with the help of Buildings
Management System (BMS) and manual
controls in addition. The reliability of such
systems in view of the past experience regarding their failures in real emergencies for
whatever reasons: human failure or power
failure or design failure has been low.

The way forward
The life safety considerations against fire are
equally important for the occupants and
the fire fighters. The effectiveness of the rescue and fire fighting works is largely attributed to how quickly the fire fighters established the eye contact with the base of the
flame which in turn was dependent on how
quickly the access was gained to fire affected area. The means of egress invariably considered quick and safe evacuation of occupants in the early stage of an out-break of
fire and must necessarily have consideration that fire fighters have to stay longer in
the fire affected area in the most advance
stages of fire.
Therefore, the building be so designed
that smoke movement takes place through
a predetermined path instead forced to invent own path following law of nature. The
advantage of positive buoyancy due to
temperature difference (and so the density)
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between the means of egress (high temperature) and the out side (low temperature)
should be exploited to the maximum for
smoke movement via pre-determined path
by way of designing.

Entry to staircase
In most of the building designs, the entry to
the staircase is either in-line of travel along
the corridor or passageways, or at right angles to the line of travel (as shown in figure 1
& 2 below). In such designs the staircases are
at lower pressure than the connecting corridor or passageway and therefore, the obvious route for the smoke to infiltrate in to the
staircase and as a result temperature rises. In
situations where staircases are pressurised,
the smoke doesn’t enter the high pressure
area but fills the corridor or passageway and
high temperatures are encountered by fire
fighters while gaining access to the fire compartment. On a couple of occasions, the fire
ball was encountered head-on while entering the building. Often, water sprays were
used for cooling down the area and pushing
the smoke away that resulted in un-necessary damage in areas away from the fire.

Figure 1: Showing entry to the staircase in line of travel.

Figure 2: Showing entry to the staircase across the line of
travel.

Fluids follow the path of least resistance
when move is the fundamental principle
and should guide the design. The end of
corridor/passageway need to be designed
for smoke to travel to atmosphere using
natural or forced or both draft to prevent
smoke filling and rise in temperature. Also,
the entry to the staircase should be opposite to the line of travel i.e. “Turn Around to
the Direction of Travel Entry (TADTE)” for
maximum safety. The concept is shown in
the figure 3.
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Figure 3: Showing concept of TADTE.

Smoke venting at the
end of corridor/
passageway:
The simple solution for naturally ventilated
buildings would be to provide louvers close
to the ceiling on the external wall at the end
of the corridor for exploiting the difference
in density of smoke inside the building and
the density of air outside, resulting in a pressure difference. However, the effectiveness
of such a venting would largely be influenced by the wind conditions, height and
orientation of building, height of
surrounding structures, atmospheric temperature, urban design form, shape and size of buildings etc. yet the outside temperature would always be less than
the inside temperature under fire
conditions on the fire floor,
whether summer or winter, and
thus the difference in density
would be the driving force (stack
effect) for the smoke to be ventilated to the atmosphere.
Carefully designed natural smoke venting
in this manner would help in minimising the heat build-up and
smoke filling in the corridor/passageway thereby easing the fire
fighter’s entry/movement to the
fire area. This would be a fail safe
arrangement for naturally ventilated buildings from fire fighters
perspective. However, in a windowless structure such an arrangement may not be acceptable from loss of energy point of
view under no fire condition and
some arrangements shall have to be made
at the end of corridor/passageway to prevent heat build-up and smoke filling besides excluding the inside atmosphere of
the building to be influenced by the impact
of wind outside.

Reverse Flute Shaft
(RFS) for smoke exhaust
One of the problems that fire fighters come
across in the naturally ventilated buildings
is the entry of smoke to the upper floors
from the fire on lower floors through the

openings on the external walls/
vertical shafts in the core. The
smoke was seen migrating to
lower floors as well, where the
top of the vertical shafts was
found closed. The windowless
buildings fires (including buildings where windows are provided but kept closed normally due
to HVAC system) are very difficult
to handle due to heat build-up
and poor visibility and the firefighters had to struggle in gaining access to the fire affected floor/area.
The pressurised staircases/lift shafts is a
good design for the occupants to walk in to
smoke free area but at the same time very
difficult for the fire fighters to walk from the
smoke free area (pressurised area) via connecting un-pressurised corridor/passage
way to fire area due to heat and smoke. The
fire fighters would want some arrangements in the building design either naturally ventilated or windowless or closed window that would be safe for the occupants to
escape and also less punishing for the fire
fighters to gain access to the affected floor/
area.
The use of chimneys/flare in industries is
common for venting/burning of waste for
safety reasons after recovery of useful contents. The smoke form unwanted fires in
buildings is a life threatening waste and
would neither require energy recovery, nor
any kind of treatment before dispersal to air
in view of the environment concerns which
may be a concern in the future. The concept
of RFS (sucking air and regulating air flow
through holes) is proposed to be used for
the smoke exhaust as shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Showing concept of RFS for smoke exhaust

The vertical shaft extends from the lower
most story of the building to above the
highest point of the building and fitted with
two fans one each at the top and the bottom. The exhaust fan is proposed at top of
the shaft discharging leeward for increasing

the back pressure to improve the mass flow
rate and supply fan at the bottom of shaft
on windward side to induce atmospheric air
in to the shaft. The corridor/passageway of
the building floor is connected to the shaft
via a small duct. The flow induced with the
help of supply fan is made to pass through
a convergent nozzle at each floor level and
so designed that choked flow condition is
reached.
The discharge from the convergent nozzle in to the shaft (sudden divergence)

would result in the drop in pressure and this
low pressure area is connected to the corridor/passageway via a small duct having
VCD or Smoke damper. The pressure difference so established across the horizontal
duct would be driving force for the smoke
to migrate from building to the shaft and finally discharged in to the atmosphere in the
leeward direction. Another phenomenon
that would occur simultaneously is temperature difference between the inlet (corridor
side) and the outlet (shaft side) and thus,
the difference in densities of air in the shaft
and smoke in the corridor/passageway
would supplement the smoke flow rate due
to stack effect.
The proposed Reverse Flute Shaft for
smoke exhaust is designed to induct the atmospheric air in to the shaft and out side
and inside temperature would be same and
as such no stack effect is expected between
the shaft and out side atmosphere.
The modern building designs aim at minimizing the air infiltration and the use of RFS
for smoke exhaust may have contrary arguments and their concerns may be addressed
by using smoke dampers in the horizontal
duct connecting the corridor/passageway
such that smoke damper on the fire affected floor is actuated manually/automatically
while all other smoke dampers remain
closed on all other floors. The supply air

within the building can be ensured via fresh
air shafts or HVAC system.

Combining TADTE
and RFS
The turn around to the direction of travel
entry (TADTE) to the stair case and end of
corridor/passageway smoke venting in the
direction of smoke migration using RFS
concepts can be combined in to a staircase
design for safe ingress/egress for any type

of building with/without the arrangement
for supply of fresh air depending upon the
nature of building: windowless including
normally closed windows/naturally ventilated buildings. The FHC (Fire Hose Cabinet for
the internal hydrant, hose-reel etc) can be
located in the lobby by the side of the RFS.
The integrated design is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: Showing integrated design of TADTE and RFS

Conclusion
A firefighter’s success in rescue and fire
suppression depends upon the ease in
gaining access to the area required. Any
struggle would result in the loss of time
that would impact the damage. The means
of egress is adequately designed based on

extensive researches for safe evacuation of
the occupants in times of any emergency
including out break of fire yet the fire fighters with best level of personal protection
are seen struggling in gaining access in the
old buildings and new as well indicating
some problems that results in heat build up
and smoke filling. The head-on entry in to
fire affected area which is hot, humid and
having poor or no visibility is really punishing for the fighters over and above the risks
of fire ball, flashover, explosions, collapse
etc. etc. The entry to the staircase and venting of corridor/passageway connecting the
staircases and other parts of the floor area is
significant from the fire fighters point of
view.
The proposed concept of TADTE is suitable for all types of buildings and primarily
for avoiding the head-on encounter with
hostile environment by the fire fighters
while gaining access to the fire affected
area. It is only a matter of changing the orientation of staircases at no additional cost.
The proposed RFS for smoke exhaust
would be helpful in preventing heat buildup (removal of hot gases/smoke/un-burnt
gases) from the corridor/passageway and
improving the visibility during the most advanced stages of fire in all types of buildings
provided they have arrangement for supply
of fresh air /conditioned air. The stack effect
would be non existent between the RFS and
out side atmosphere as the air is supplied
from the atmosphere at the bottom of the
smoke shaft. The advantage of TADTE and
RFS can be combined in to an integrated
design of staircase that would be useful in:
1. Minimising the risk and punishment to
fire fighters by avoiding head-on entry
to fire floor/area;
2. Minimising the heat build-up in the corridor/connecting passageway making
fire fighters job comparatively easier
and effective by reducing the losses; and
3. Improving the visibility in
the approach area.
4. Exhausting the un-burnt
gases thereby minimising/
eliminating the risk of flash
over situations.
5. The pressurisation techniques for the staircases and
lobbies as recommended in
the National Building Code of
India appears to be useful for
the occupants who are exiting
the building but certainly
doesn’t resolve the firefighter’s problems in gaining the access to
the fire affected area against heatbuild-up and poor or no visibility.
>> Dr GC Misra is Chief Fire Officer, Delhi Fire HQ.

Further Study
The proposal required further examination
by using smoke management software and
experimental study as may be needed to
address the problems faced by the fire
fighters in gaining the access to the fire affected floor/area.
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_______
Construction is one of the
areas of employment where
hazardous conditions are
part of the everyday working
environment.

_______
Safety is important in
construction because of the
many risks to worker health.

C

REDAI-Pune metro (formerly
PBAP) is the pioneer institution
of promoters and developers
from Pune, Pimpri Chinchwad
and surrounding areas. It is
serving for more than 30 years and proactively supporting the Government in framing various regulations and policies in the
public
interest.
It has a strong membership of
350 plus promoters and developers and discharges corporate social responsibilities directly and
through its members which accounts for
about 70 per cent of the construction activities in Pune.

ENSURING FIRE
PREVENTION
AND SAFETY

KEY INITIATIVES TAKEN
The CREDAI-Pune Metro has undertaken
many initiatives which have been well supported by our members. In the past, we
were implementing Safety Audit and Safety
Training as a CSR activity, but now as per
BOCW Act, 1996 it is mandatory.

AT PUNE
CONSTRUCTION
SITES
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 Safety Manual

This is the very important manual
which has been published by CREDAI-Pune
Metro. The safety manual has focused on
the various aspects of safety and provided
the safety guidelines for builders, engineers,
contractors and labour at construction sites.

NEED FOR SAFETY
Construction safety is one area which
should be given priority by the builders,
contractors and engineers. Construction is
one of the areas of employment where haz-

>> FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THE
INITIATIVES TAKEN BY THE
COMMITTEE:

ardous conditions are part of the everyday
working environment. Safety is important in
construction because of the many risks to
worker health.

 Safety Training
All the personnel at site should be trained in
the use of safety equipments. Training

should be done regularly and seriously. It is
now mandatory as per provisions of BOCW
Act, 1996. The importance of safety training
is to create awareness among the builders
regarding safety so that all the builders
should depute a responsible trained person/safety officer to supervise the safety
norms to be followed, to check if the labourers are using safety equipments
or not, to check any unsafe activity or
unsafe working condition, to keep first aid
facility, to check or inspect the firefighting
equipment or appliances on regular basis.
>> THERE WAS A GOOD RESPONSE TO THE
SAFETY TRAINING

 Safety audit
CREDAI-Pune Metro recommends a safety
audit after every six months to check the
level of safety that is followed on the site.
Site safety audits are required for checking
the site setup, the Construction Health and
Safety Plan and that risk assessments and
method statements are in place and works
are being carried out in accordance with
them, ensuring compliances which are mandatory under Provisions of BOCW act, 1996.

SAFETY
WEEK
CELEBRATION
This is a very good initiative taken
to bring awareness by CREDAIPune Metro. It is rightly said that
as safety has no holiday.
Following are the main activities:
 CREDAI-Pune Metro celebrate the
Safety Week from March 4-11 every
year.
 CREDAI-Pune Metro invite the dignitaries from the prominent fields like
PMC, Police, Government officers, well
known experts/consultants from the
safety field, etc.
 All the builders/engineers/contractors
are invited to watch the programme
with a short get together.
 To organise safety demonstrations at
various construction sites
 To distribute safety posters and badges to all CREDAI members
 To distribute safety stickers to the
traffic wardens.

Lifestyle, safety aspects together
Pooja Vora, DNA

P

THE RETAIL SECTOR HAS BEEN EXPANDING
EXPONENTIALLY AS WELL. AUTO ANCILLARIES AND
THE EDUCATION INDUSTRY ARE WELL ESTABLISHED
DEMAND DRIVERS.

une’s peripheral locations have primarily evolved
because of the availability of large land parcels,
good infrastructure and well planned new constructions, accompanied with retail development.
These days, buying a home either in Pune, PimpriChinchwad, which is mostly referred to as the ‘New
Pune’ or the peripheral areas stretching right up to
Talegaon, is about upgrading your lifestyle to a higher
level and getting the facilities that you have always aspired for, that too close at hand.
While Pune has emerged as a major Tier-II city for
locating IT & ITES operations, apart from this, biotechnology, insurance, banking and consulting have also
been driving the demand for real estate in the city.
The retail sector has been expanding exponentially as
well. Auto ancillaries and the education industry are
well established demand drivers.
This has also influenced real estate development
and demand to a large extent. Residential projects are
increasingly being tailored to suit these sectors not
only in terms of design, but also the location. These
days, Pune offers an irresistible blend of signature
projects with a premium standard of living. Integrated
townships with office spaces, residential towers and
other facilities are on the rise. Obviously, this also increases the need for higher safety standards. Therefore, in addition to the lifestyle amenities, there are
also smoke alarms and sprinkler systems. Fire safety
drills are being conducted by several builders and
many have also invested in the latest equipment.
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Pyrophoric Iron Sulfide
– An Ignition Source
What is pyrophoric iron sulfide, and why must

we be aware of its nature and potential hazards?
Varadendra Koti explains

I

n oil and petrochemical industry, the
generation and accumulation of Pyrophoric Iron Sulfide is a concern which is
considered as a hidden hazard. Generally the pyrophoric iron sulfides are
found inside the process equipment like
columns, vessels, pumps, heat exchangers,
tanks etc. When these equipment are
opened during plant turnarounds, maintenance etc., the pyrophoric iron sulfide spontaneously ignites the residual hydrocarbon
vapour – air mixture present in these process equipment resulting in fire and explosion.
The fire and explosion incident analysis
study indicates that the pyrophoric iron sulfide, as an ignition source contribute to 10
per cent of the fire and explosion incidents
in oil and petrochemical industry.
Understanding the phenomenon of pyrophoric iron fires and accordingly developing
the safe practices for handing over of these
process equipment during turnarounds,
maintenance etc., would prevent or minimise incidents involving pyrophoric iron
fires.

Definition and
Chemistry of
Pyrophoric Iron Sulfide
Pyrophoric is derived from Greek word pyrophoros for “Fire-bearing”. A pyrophoric
material is a liquid or soild that even in
small quantities and without an external ignition source can ignite spontaneously after
coming in contact with air. Iron sulfide is
one such pyrophoric material that oxides
exothermically when exposed to air. The
iron sulfide is formed by the conversion of
iron oxide (rust) in to iron sulfide in an oxygen free atmosphere on reaction with hydrogen sulfide (requiring more than 1per
cent H2S concentrate in the feed/stream).
Fe2O3 (rust) + 3H2S -------- 2FeS (Iron Sulfide) + 3H2O + S
The generated Iron Sulfide (FeS) lays dormant in the process equipment until the
equipment is shut down and opened for inspection/maintenance. When the equipment is opened, the pyrophoric iron sulfide
gets exposed to air, allowing the exothermic
process of rapid oxidation.
4FeS + 3O2 -------- 2Fe2O3 + 4S + Heat
4FeS + 7O2 --------- 2Fe2O3 + 4SO2 + Heat

The fire and explosion incident analysis study indicates that
the pyrophoric iron sulfide, as an ignition source contribute
to 10 per cent of the fire and explosion incidents in oil and
petrochemical industry.

The heat usually dissipates quickly unless
there is an additional source of combustible
material to sustain combustion.

Minimising the risk of
Pyrophoric Iron fires
The following are the some of the oil and
petrochemical industry equipment where
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pyrophorics are known to form and lay
dormant.
n Crude oil tanks
n Asphalt tanks
n Sour water tanks
n Vessels in sour service such as coke
drums, distillation columns, pig receiver/
launchers
n Reactors
n API separators
n Marine tankers, etc.
The fire and explosion incidents involving
pyrophoric iron sulfide oxidations are entirely preventable if safe procedures for process equipment hand-over are followed. The
scope of these procedures should focus on:
n Firstly, removal of residual combustibles
n Secondly, removal or neutralisation of Pyrophoric Iron Sulfide deposits.

Removal of residual
combustibles
Whenever any process equipment is to be
taken out of service for inspection/servicing
etc., the equipment is shut down, isolated
from rest of the process equipment and is
drained to remove the hydrocarbons/combustibles. There would still be residual hydrocarbons/combustibles present.
To ensure removal of all residual hydrocarbons/combustibles from the equipment,
the following clean up procedure to be followed. The detailed procedure is not discussed here.
n Steam purging
n Water wash
n Blinding

Removal/neutralisation
of Pyrophoric Iron
Sulfide deposits
During the water wash or after the water
wash for removal of combustibles is over,
chemical injection for removal or neutralisation of pyrophoric iron sulfide is followed.
n The chemical injection includes cleaning
the equipment with acid blended with
corrosion inhibitors. The acid cleaning dissolves sulfide scales and releases hydrogen sulfide gas, thus removing iron
sulfide.
n Potassium Permanganate (KMnO4), an
oxidising chemical is also used as a 1%
solution to wash the equipment to
convert the sulfide to oxide.

Case Studies :
Pyrophoric Iron Fires
A few of these cases are discussed here to
give the reader an idea of the nature of pyrophoric iron fires. The details like the location and date of the incidents are not included. However, these incidents have oc-

curred in international refineries / locations.

Hot Oil Tank Fire

n A refinery has a hot oil tank for and hot oil
system for heating process streams and
storage tanks
n The synthetic hot oil compound is replaced with medium recycle oil from the
catalytic cracker (which happens to contain H2S and high level of particulates).
n The particulates accumulate in the hori-

Understanding the
phenomenon of pyrophoric
iron fires and accordingly
developing the safe practices
for handing over of these
process equipment during
turnarounds, maintenance
etc., would prevent or
minimise incidents involving
pyrophoric iron fires.

zontal hot oil tank, mandating a clean out.
n The oil is drained and the decision is
made to put a man inside to soften the
deposits with diesel.
n The manway and the vent are opened
and the man enters
n Air sweeping across the top of the tank
produces a pyrophoric reaction which
heats and ignites the residual hydrocarbon.
n The man inside the tank receives fatal
burns

API Separator
Explosion

n An API separator in an upstream producing facility is in operation in a sour producing area
n The separator is maintained in positive
pressure to prevent oxygen from getting
inside
n Pyrophoric iron sulfide forms inside the
separator
n The separator is taken out of service for
maintenance
n No steam/water washing or chemical
neutralisation is performed prior to opening the separator
n Air enters, pyrophoric reaction takes
place, ignites residual hydrocarbon inside
the separator, resulting in an explosion.

Marine Tanker Cargo
hold fire

n Cargo was light crude with low, sufficient
vapours to reduce oxygen levels to near
zero
n High humidity accelerated rust and formation of pyrophoric iron sulfide
n As crude cargo was off loaded, normal
inerting with engine exhaust was halted
n Air was allowed to enter, causing the

pyrophoric iron sulfide to react, heat up
and ignite
n Fortunately, the vapour space was relatively small, so the damages were slight
and there were no injuries.

Sour Water Tank
Explosion

n Sour water is high in H2S and is a wet environment
n Odour complaints cause operators to alter the tank vent and
pressure vacuum valve setting.
n Normal ventilation of the tank vapour space is changed, resulting in formation of pyrophoric iron sulfide
n When the tank vent and P/V vale settings
are returned to normal service, oxygen is
allowed to enter.
n Pyrophoric iron sulfide reaction occurs,
sufficient heat is generated to ignite the
vapour space, blowing the roof of the
tank
n A similar incident happened when the
similar sour tank was opened for cleaning
and inspection.

General precautions to
avoid Pyrophoric Iron
fires
n The scraps and debris collected from
cleaning of process equipment/filters in
sour service must be kept wet and disposed off underground.
n Tanks, reactors, columns, and exchangers
in high-sulphur feed service must be kept
properly blanketed with N2 during idle
periods.
n All equipment and structured packing
must be properly water washed and kept
wet when exposed to the atmosphere.
n Spent catalysts know to have pyrophoric
iron sulphide shall be kept wet with water
and packed in sealed and lined drums
before shipment for disposal/regeneration.
>> Varadendra Koti is Vice President, Centre for
HSC Excellence, Reliance Industries Ltd.

>> References
n Pyrophoric Iron Fires by Mr.
Mukesh Sahdev, The Chemical Engineers; Resource Page.
n Minimise the Risk of Fire During
Column Maintenance by Mr.
Christopher Ender and Mr. Dana
Laird, KOCH-GLITSCH LP
n Improved Cleaning method safely
removes pyrophoric iron sulfide
by Mr. Philip A Vella, Carus Chemical Co.
n Pyrophoric Ignition Hazards in
typical Refinery Operations by Mr.
Doug Jeffries, Chevron
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How to
conduct a

FIRE
INVESTIGATION
SUBHASH K RANE PRESENTS A CHECKLIST
FOR THE TIMES YOU NEED TO
CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION
INTO A FIRE

F

ire investigation, sometimes referred to as origin and cause investigation, is the analysis of fire-related incidents. After fire fighters extinguish a fire, an investigation is
launched to determine the origin and
cause of the fire or explosion. Investigations of such incidents require a systematic
approach and knowledge of basic fire science.

the need for an
investigation
With loss of property, physical injury and
deaths caused by fire every year, an enquiry
and investigation of the fire to put in place
effective prevention measures is the need
of the hour. There are three main causes of
fire:
n A dangerous industrial process or operation.
n Faulty storage, carelessness or neglect.
n A fire that is maliciously started.
statistics show that a high percentage of
fires can also be attributed to defective
electric circuits, careless disposals of smoking materials, unattended flames or hot surfaces and materials. A closer examination of
these causes has clearly shown that some
reported causes are suspect. As a consequence, it is incumbent on the fire officer to
ensure, as far as is reasonable, the accuracy
of the reported cause.
The investigation of fire causes is a task
that requires the highest skill, a great deal
of experience and a sound knowledge on
the part of the investigator. There are many
books and papers on this subject; however,
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only an actual incident, no matter how
small, can help the fire officer develop his
skills, technique and approach to fire investigation.
It should therefore be a matter of professional pride that a fire officer has made a full
study of all the factors involved, before finally stating a supposed cause. All investigations should be detailed on a form specially
produced for that purpose.

initial observations

How long the fire service has taken to reach
the scene of fire, if there is a delay, reasons
for the same and details of fire fighting operations, must all be examined. During the
fire, the fire officer will also be responsible
for supervising his men in:
a) Minimising water damage.
b) Maintaining the fire scene arrangement.
c) Securing the fire scene.
It is therefore essential that the fire officer
who is an investigating officer has to contact the first arriving fire officer and try to
obtain maximum details from him.

observing the fire scene
a) The extent of the fire on arrival.
b) Direction of fire travel.
c) Fire spread.
d) Colour of smoke and flames.

e) Doors and windows open.
f) Signs of forced entry.
g) Multiplicity of fires.

the extent of the fire on
arrival
How much area has been affected by the
fire or how many floors have been affected
and the reasons.
a) Direction of fire travel: Is the fire travelling
horizontally or vertically?
b) Abnormally rapid fire spread: This may indicate combustible lining and interior
contents of highly combustible nature;
however, in premises with a normally low
fire loading, rapid fire spread may indicate
the use of accelerants.
c) Colour of smoke and flames: unusual and
abnormal colours of flames and smoke in
a normal fire situation, particularly if a distinctive odour is apparent, should lead
the fire officer/investigator to suspect the
presence of an accelerant, and therefore,
a malicious attempt at fire raising.
d) Doors and windows open: Persons escaping from a building involved in fire will often, in their haste, leave doors and windows open and thereby directly influence
fire spread. Evidence of internal doors being propped open throughout the premises may indicate malicious intent to
spread the fire to other areas.

a) Occupant may try to conceal evidence of
witnesses
arson.
b) If the fire was accidentally caused, the oc>> types oF witnesses
cupant may try to conceal evidence
a) Witness who have knowledge of the dewhich incriminates him/her.
velopment of the fire before the arrival of
c) Occupants entering to salvage belongthe fire department.
ings could disturb the
b) Witness who will have
fire scene arrangeknowledge of the spread
ment.
of fire and how the fire
d) It is of the utmost imwas fought.
SALVAGE SHOULD NEVER
portance, particularly
c) Witness who will have
BE CARRIED OUT IN ANY
whilst awaiting the arknowledge of the proAREA WHICH MAY BE
rival of the fire investicesses and risks inherent
EVIDENTIALLY IMPORTANT.
gation officer, the Poin the building.
IF THE MOVEMENT OF
lice scenes of crime
d) Witness who have speofficers or the forensic
cialist knowledge of the
OBJECTS IS NECESSARY, A
scientists, that officers
building’s services.
FULL RECORD OF THE
or persons in charge
CIRCUMSTANCES MUST BE
ensure that nothing is
types of
KEPT.
unnecessarily added
witness
to or disturbed or removed from the fire
(other criteriA)
scene.
a) Occupiers, person who
discovered fire, bystander, eyewitness,
control operator.
b) Firemen, police, fire department first arriving officer.
c) Management, works engineer, employers.
d) service companies i.e. electricity , gas,
water and works engineer.

information required
from witnesses
this cAn be clAssiFied As Follows:
a) First indications of the fire
b) Developments before the arrival
of the fire department
c) Any actions before the arrival of
the fire department

signs of forced entry
broken padlocks, splintered doors
and window grills etc. around the securing devices on exterior doors are
obvious signs of forced entry. The investigator must, however, decide if this
was a result of fire fighting entry, or it
had occurred before the arrival of the department. The evidence of unburnt surface
finishes beneath window catches, and/or
barrel bolts, may indicate that these were
open before the fire. Clean white splits in
forced doors which are smoke blackened
will indicate forced entry, after the fire.

salvage

several seats of fire, either closely or remotely located, should give the investigator
reason to suspect abnormal circumstances;
particularly if there have been regular calls
to the premises over a period of time.

salvage operations shall be checked and
whether they are correctly carried out or
not, how much is the quantity, shall be
checked. salvage should never be carried
out in any area which may be evidentially
important. If the movement of objects is
necessary, a full record of the circumstances
must be kept.

preserving the fire scene

the investigation

It will be difficult to preserve the scene for
various reasons (clients want to resume operations at the earliest, authorities may insist on clearing the debris, etc.) Often, it will
be necessary to prevent any entry to the fire
scene by unauthorised persons, for the following reasons:-

The aim of the investigation is to determine:a) The origin of the fire.
b) What was ignited?
c) What ignited it?
d) Was it intentionally or accidentally set
on fire?

multiplicity of fires

At A lAter stAge, it will oFten
be necessAry to Ask more detAiled Questions. Questions
should Follow broAd guidelines:a) The actions and identity of the last person
in the premises.
b) Any history of previous failures.
c) Establishing such customary practices as
are normally carried out.
d) Were there any particularly high risks?
e) What was the housekeeping arrangement?
f) Was machinery adequately maintained?
g) Any previous history of fires.
h) Was equipment switched on?
i) Were any animals inside?
j) Was any repair work in progress at the
time of the fire?
It has been found that there is a better recall of memory, particularly after disastrous
fires, if time is given for witness to collect
their thoughts.

site investigation
>> locAting the seAt oF Fire
The point of ignition, the time of ignition,
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>> A sufficient number of photographs should be taken on site to get a full
idea of extent of damage, spread of fire and origin of fire.

At fires of special significance, the police,
in conjunction with the investigator/fire officer, may request the attendance of the forensic scientist to assist in determining the
cause.

ü
In most countries, arson is
normally an offence,
chargeable for any person to
destroy or damage any
property by fire without lawful
excuse whether belonging to
him or another.

Photography of fires
A sufficient number of photographs should
be taken on site to get a full idea of extent
of damage, spread of fire and origin of fire.

Conducting investigations
the cause of ignition and exact chronology
of events shall be obtained.

n Receives the assignment and responsibilities
n Plans the investigation and assembles
tools, equipment, and personnel
n Examines the scene and collects data
n Collects, tests, evaluates, and documents
evidence
n Applies the scientific method to analyse
the information obtained.

>> Fire Fighting Operations
When did the fire brigade help arrive? When
was equipment and manpower employed?
Anybody injured or any casualties during
the operations?
>> Noticing the Damage
Investigator shall carefully note:
a) The damage to building (roof, walls, ceilings, flooring, etc.)
b) Damage to machinery
c) Damage to stocks and stocks-in-process
d) Damage to electrical equipment and wiring installations
>> Collecting samples
Collection of correct samples of various materials in adequate way with proper supervision in presence of authorities such as police, forensics experts and tests in proper
way in forensics laboratory is very important
in fire investigation.
>> Checking the policy
Coverage in comparison with damage noted on the site. Conditions/warranties applicable, correctness of the rates charged.
>> Breach of conditions and warranties
Has there been any breach of conditions/
warranties? If so, to what extent, whether it
will make the claim void or voidable.

Malicious ignition
(Arson)
The malicious or wilful fire raiser is often
hard to detect, due to the fact that the evidence of his actions is likely to be destroyed
by the fire. Experience has shown that quite
often the investigator, who arrives initially at
the fire, will notice some unusual feature
which leads him to suspect that the fire is of
doubtful origin, proving it is, however, another matter.
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In most countries, arson is normally an offence, chargeable for any person to destroy
or damage any property by fire without lawful excuse, whether belonging to him or another, thus,
a) Intending to destroy or damage such
property or being reckless as to whether
such property would be destroyed.
b) Intending by the destruction or damage
to endanger the life of another, or being
reckless as to whether the life of another
would be endangered.
Arson is a serious crime, and in certain
cases, the penalty on conviction can be life
imprisonment and even death in some
countries.
>> Action to be taken when arson is
suspected
If the investigator has reason to believe that
the cause of a fire may not be spontaneous
or accidental, the attendance of the police
should be requested immediately. If the police are already in attendance, they should
be consulted at once.

The use of other services
At times it may be necessary to get the help
of other service agencies in the investigation.
There are a number of services available
to the investigator/fire officer to assist him
in determining the cause of fire.
Many organisations have specialist persons who can be called to the scene to assist
in the investigation.
n Police department.
n Forensic department.
n Factory inspector (for industries)

Remarks
There are still major deficiencies in the investigation of fire on the scene, and those
analysing samples of fire debris, or examining potential ignition sources in the laboratory etc. The laboratory analyst will possess
at least a specialised understanding of the
mechanics of gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry, etc.
A fire scene investigating officer, on the
other hand, requires an understanding of
fire chemistry and fire dynamics and adequate training, but unfortunately many
times in India, Fire Officers do not possess
such knowledge, but by virtue of his experience and knowledge taken from their seniors, a fire investigation is carried out. In
fact, many fire officers, or say most fire officers, possess only knowledge related to fire
fighting and rescue operation, which they
get from their internal training system
through various courses. Also, it is unreasonable to expect that individuals who have a
limited understanding of the chemistry and
physics of fire development can draw reasonable conclusions about fires.
In recent years, increasing numbers of fire
protection engineers, scientifically trained
individuals with a better (but still imperfect)
understanding of the behavior of fire, have
demonstrated an interest in fire investigation, and the literature is beginning to reflect
the influence of this group. Much of the
work of fire protection engineers in this area,
however, is still beyond the technical grasp
of the average fire or arson investigator.
>> Subhash K Rane is Divisional Fire Officer, MIDC, Mumbai.
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NO TIME
FOR COURAGE
TO FAIL
the building collapse
in Mumbra, thane, in
april this year, killed
over 74 people. dubbed
as the worst building
collapse in the area,
the tragedy and its
immediate aftermath
required dexterous
handling and
tremendous skill.
arvind p Mandke
writes on how the
thane fire brigade, the
ndrf and other rescue
agencies responded to
the crisis.
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ire fighters are the first responders to practically every emergency. Be it an outbreak of
fire, or an emergency involving rescue and
evacuation during terror attacks, or the removal of bodies - both alive and dead from the scene of a building collapse, fire
fighters are the first to arrive and start rescue work.
Mumbai and Thane will forever remember the monsoon of 2013, not because of
the heavy rains that lashed the city intermittently, but because the season brought
grave tragedies in the form of building collapses. Three major building collapses were
reported each in the months of April, June
and July, but it was the building collapse of
April that literally tested the mettle of fire
fighters.

The Lucky Compound
Building collapse
It was April 4, 2013, a relatively quiet day in
Mumbra, Thane. The day’s sweltering heat
had given way to a pleasant evening. The locality was going about its business, anticipating the end of yet another April day.

MUMBAI AND THANE WILL FOREVER REMEMBER THE MONSOON OF 2013, NOT
BECAUSE OF THE HEAVY RAINS THAT LASHED THE CITY INTERMITTENTLY, BUT BECAUSE
THE SEASON BROUGHT GRAVE TRAGEDIES IN THE FORM OF BUILDING COLLAPSES.
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A disaster shattered the evening calm.
The Lucky Compound Building, a ground
plus seven storey residential building, collapsed in the evening hours. The Thane Fire
Control Room received the first call at 1801
hours; the building had collapsed by around
5.40 pm.
Fire tenders rushed to the spot; the scene,
however, was one of utmost chaos. Search
and rescue operations commenced immediately thereafter, and took around 60 hours
of continuous effort on the part of the
Thane Fire Brigade, the NDRF (National Disaster Response Force) and other ULB (Urban Land Body) fire service officials. Additional aid was requested from the surrounding fire brigade authorities in Navi Mumbai
and Mumbai city.
Though their heroic efforts resulted in
saving 67 lives, the collapse claimed 74 lives.

Heroic rescue efforts
The brave fire fighters immediately started
removing debris with the help of local residents and other municipal workers. By midnight, 45 people had been rescued, but the
work of debris removal is always a Herculean task, especially when people are trapped
underneath.
All the rescue gears, such as concrete cutters, circular saws and other hydraulic

equipments were put into operation, and
the fire crew strive to get the best out of
both man and machinery to save the lives
of those buried under the mounds of rubble. After a preliminary round of rescue ops,
a detailed search was conducted and the
operation was recommenced.
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SEARCH AND RESCUE OPERATIONS
COMMENCED IMMEDIATELY
THEREAFTER, AND TOOK AROUND 60
HOURS OF CONTINUOUS EFFORT
ON THE PART OF THE THANE FIRE
BRIGADE, THE NDRF (NATIONAL
DISASTER RESPONSE FORCE) AND
OTHER ULB (URBAN LAND BODY)
FIRE SERVICE OFFICIALS.

There were a lot of interruptions while
conducting rescue, because of the interference of local pressure groups, multiple authorities intervening to lay their hands on
the rescue ops (albeit with bonafide intentions). This complicated parts of the operation, and could have potentially invited a

huge mess.
Due to the extraordinary support of the
administration and political executives, the
fire service personnel succeeded in saving
as many as 67 people and extricated 74 deceased casualties. Some of them were subsequently declared dead by the medical authorities.
As an Officer-in-charge of the fire ground,
the rescue operations, combined with the
communication and coordination with multiple agencies to organise effective mobilisation and relief arrangements for the fire
crews was a mammoth task. Simultaneously,
we had to coordinate with the external
agencies, in itself a big challenge. With the
help of my colleagues, I could carry out
Round Two of the search operations and
strategically deploy the crews to extricate
as many casualties as we could. Meanwhile,
the police had cordoned off the surrounding area, even as high-profile political executives started visiting the ill-fated site. Fortunately, these did not hamper our efforts
but proved to be a good source of motiva-

tion to the fire fighters who were slogging
to rescue people.

Lessons for our cities
The urbanisation process invites a pressing
demand for housing for the urban poor and
other economic classes of the society. The
dilapidated buildings, slums and chawls are
unique examples not only in the city of
Mumbai but in all its bustling suburban

towns. As far as the fire department is concerned, the dilapidated buildings and unauthorised buildings always pose a great challenge, particularly when such structures collapse and people get trapped under the debris.
The Mumbra tragedy became a major
talking-point not just because of the high
numbers of dead and injured, but because
the structure was found to be an unauthorised one. There are several unauthorised

Recent building collapses in the country
n Shruti Apartments in Mumbra, Maharashtra, June 21. 10 dead.
n Piyush Society in Dahisar, Maharashtra, June 22. 7 dead.
n Arihant Apartments in Bhiwandi, Maharashtra, July 4. 1 dead, 24 injured.
n City Light Hotel in Secunderabad, Andhra Pradesh, July 8. 12 dead,
18 injured.
n House collapse in Deri Ghaza Khan, Punjab, July 10. 7 dead, 3 injured.
n Dabra Housing in Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh, July 20. 5 dead, 2 injured.
n Under-construction house in Bharatpur, Rajasthan, July 25. 8 dead, 5 injured.
n Rupal Apartment in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, July 26. 5 injured.
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stopping rescue
operations and folloW up

hoW citiZens can stay safe

buildings in Mumbai and Maharashtra; unfortunately, it takes a tragedy to remind us
of their presence.
As per a recent BBC news report, over 100
people have died as a result of collapsed
buildings in Mumbai alone this year, between the months of April and June.

What such tragedies
teach us
An atmosphere of complete chaos always
prevails on the emergency site, especially
during large fires or building collapses,
where the noise levels are extremely high
due to the commotion of people, various
operating machineries, traffic etc.
During the search operation, it is necessary to keep noise to a minimum (nil, if possible) so as to enable the search teams to
detect even the slightest sound of persons
buried under the rubble. People who are
trapped may be unable to move but some
of them are able to call out and respond to
sound, so it is imperative for the rescue
teams to be vigilant at all times.
Search and rescue is a scientific and tech-
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n All the residents of the building (dead or
alive) are accounted for with the help of
those who escaped or were rescued, or
with family members.
n Dog squads which are trained to sniff for
people buried under the debris, must be
pressed into service. They will give a guide
on whether to continue looking or not.
n Clearing the debris.
n Excavation of the site below ground level.

n Ensure the authenticity of the structure or
construction and its builder.
n As per Government policy, it is mandatory
to carry out the structural audit of the
buildings periodically.
n Do not make any structural changes so as
to avoid harming the beams and columns, resulting in the weakening of the
building.
n In commercial places, avoid placing heavy
machineries on the upper floors.
nical domain encompassing the basic study
of the subjects like building construction,
building material and behaviour of building
material in case of fire or a building collapse.
When a large area is to be scanned, it is
necessary to form a number of teams comprising skilled personnel to scan a larger
quantum of area at the same time. Thus, it is
necessary to have a large number of staff
trained for such operations. The teams require a number of search instruments and
tools such as light and power tools, detection and location instruments, protective
gear and radio communication equipments
etc.
A successful search results in the commencement of the rescue operation. The
same team needs to be simultaneously
equipped with rescue equipments such as
spreaders, cutters, hand tools, pneumatic
lifting bags, extraction and access equipments, stretcher and basic medical first response kit, among others.
During emergencies, apart from the mechanical/technical support and skill of the

members of the rescue team, human qualities such as valour, judgement, decision
making and leadership play a vital role.
These qualities go a long way in saving
more lives. At times, despite the availability
of technical support, fire fighters and rescue
teams have to rely on their own handiwork,
whereby they dig out people with their
bare hands, if necessary.
Once a person is rescued from the rubble,
it is imperative that he or she receives immediate medical aid. A fully equipped ambulance, along with a team of doctors,
should be present at the emergency site. In
certain cases, it has been found that the
person trapped under the debris had to be
given medical aid before he orshe was
removed from the rubble. Depending on
the severity and the quantum of casualties, it is
always advisable to have the
nearby government or local hospitals on
standby to receive these casualties.
>> Arvind P Mandke is Chief Fire Officer, Thane Fire Brigade.
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the case of the exploding

lpg cylinders

LPG CYLINDERS DON’T EXPLODE BY THEMSELVES, SAYS SH NESARIKAR,
THE GAS EXPANDS DUE TO RISING HEAT IN A FIRE AND MAY CAUSE THE TANK OR
CYLINDER TO EXPLODE AT A CERTAIN POINT.

I

n the newspapers we read that somewhere, a gas cylinder exploded and
due to which a housewife in the kitchen or a worker in a factory died. But
not many know that gas cylinders do
not ordinarily explode on their own.
From our experience in the fire field,
we have to make it clear that the explosion which takes place in such incidents is due to the accummited gas
(LPG is heavier than air) in any confined place, say an ill-ventilated
kitchen room or work place
in factory.
When the LPG accidently

When the LPG
leaks from the rubber tube,
accidently leaks
cylinder valve or gas pipe
from the rubber
line, and mixes with air, it
tube, cylinder
forms a potentially explovalve or gas
pipe line, and
sive mix. Bring this mix in
mixes with air, it
contact with an ignition
forms a
source (in most cases, elecpotentially
trical sparks) the entire acexplosive mix.
cumulated gas suddenly
catches fire and explodes.
The chances of LPG cylinder
explosions is almost nil - mostly
the cylinder explodes when it is
engulfed in the fire for a certain period of time.

LPG has a very high coefficient of thermal
expansion and as a result, the liquid in an
overfilled LPG cylinder or LPG tank in vehicle can expend under warm conditions,
such as when the cylinder or tank is engulfed in fire, until the tank is hydrostatically
full. Any further rise in temperature causes
further expansion of the liquid, which exerts
an immense pressure on the tank, which
then bursts.
Similarly, in addition to the internal pressure rise in the cylinder due to heat, the
walls of the cylinder may be weakened by
the heat, especially in the head space above
the liquid level. Eventually, the pressure
vessel may split, allowing the liquid content
to burst out and vaporise. Ignition of vapour
will take place immediately and it forms a
fire ball of considerable size and great
ferocity.
Generally it is observed that in case of fire

LPG HAS A VERY HIGH COEFFICIENT
OF THERMAL EXPANSION AND AS A
RESULT, THE LIQUID IN AN OVERFILLED
LPG CYLINDER OR LPG TANK IN
VEHICLE CAN EXPEND UNDER WARM
CONDITIONS, SUCH AS WHEN THE
CYLINDER OR TANK IS ENGULFED IN
FIRE, UNTIL THE TANK IS
HYDROSTATICALLY FULL.
of even low calorific value goods (combustibles), the heat liberated can generate temperatures above 650 Degree Celsius. Therefore if the cylinder or tank is engulfed with
fire or if it is in the vicinity of fire due to conduction of heat, the temperature inside the
cylinder can easily rise-up to 650 Degree
Celsius.
The explosion of LPG cylinders is, thus, extremely rare. Even if the cylinder is involved
in fire by the time it explodes, it is observed
that the occupants are rescued or have escaped, and death is seldom caused due to a
cylinder explosion.
>> SH Nesarikar is the Deputy Chief Fire Officer,
Mumbai Fire Brigade.
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The financial
management
of fire services

E

very fire service faces the task of
effective management of available
resources. Resources are generally
scarce in number and in addition
to manpower, appliances and
equipment, among other resources, the financial management of fire service is a very
important task before fire officers.
The effective allocation of financial resources and fiscal assets for strengthening
and improving the fire service for risk reduction and sustainability is very important.
In India, the majority of fire services are dependent upon the budget allocated by respective State Government or an allied
agency. The financial management of fire
services is not discussed or deliberated by
fire officers in the country, and we do not
have any specialised courses to learn the
concepts of financial management like developed countries do. In developed countries, there are courses which provide methods to evaluate the impact of changes in resources levels on performance goals and
outcomes. The course provides a review of
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budgeting process and applications.
The course also demonstrates how to
identify and prioritise resource needs and
create decision packages that align resources and funding with the most effective approach to risk reduction outcomes. These
courses support mergers and collaboration
to obtain prioritised needs, resource allocation, tracking to sustain updated strategies,
and the delivery of risk identification and
preparedness programs.

What must we do?
In India, we have the budget allocation system for various activities of fire services, for
instance, the reservation or allocation of
plot for fire station, construction cost of fire
station, funding for procurement of fire appliances and equipment, establishment cost
of fire station and plan budget allocation for
day-to-day operation and maintenance of
fire station. Considering the development of
a city or town, the fire officers should prioritise the requirement of funds and plan their

Santosh Warick writes on
effectively allocating
resources for fire services,
and provides handy tips for
generating funds and
demanding higher budgetary
allocations.
budget accordingly. The effective planning
of financial resources will help to achieve
the target of strengthening of fire service
which will help in reduction of life loss and
property loss.
Fire services in the developed countries
like USA and UK are financially self sustained services and they earn or generate
funds for their development. In Government
or private sector in India, fire service is a cost
center and fire officers strive hard to get
grants or budget for the development of
fire services. They have to convince the decision makers for allocation of funds or grant
of budgets for fire services.

Generating funds
The only way left for fire officers in India is
that they should try to generate funds for
the development of fire services by using
innovative ideas for the same. Fire officers
should adopt the concept of Environment
Protection Act, 1986 which emphasises on
polluters of the environment (by way of sol-

the only way left for fire officers in india is that they
should try to generate funds for the development of fire
services by using innovative ideas for the same; this approach
should help them generate substantial funds.
id, liquid and air) being imposed maximum
penalty. Similarly, in the case of the activities
which have maximum potential for fire hazards, the persons responsible for the same
should pay more fire tax or fire protection
fund fees. This approach will help fire service to generate substantial funds which
can be used for the development of fire
services.
The fire service is an emergency service
and it is not expected that it will be a profitmaking organisation. However, considering
the level of human-intensive organisation
required and by virtue of having huge manpower to maintain fire appliances and
equipment 24/7, fire officers should try to
convert the fire service from a cost center to
a No Profit No Loss service.
THE FOLLOWING ARE REVENUE-GENERATING METHODS ADOPTED IN THE STATE
OF MAHARASHTRA, WHICH MAY BE
HELPFUL TO CREATE INITIAL AND ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL RESOURCES FOR
STRENGTHENING AND DEVELOPMENT
OF FIRE SERVICES:

1) ReSeRVaTiOn Of PlOT
OR SPace fOR fiRe
STaTiOn anD cOST
cOnSTRUcTiOn:

In cities and towns, the development plan
normally allocates the plot for construction
of the fire station. If the major development
of private townships or major industries are
coming up in the city, or high rise building
or commercial buildings are developed
which may pose potential fire hazards in the
city, then we must insist on the construction
of full fledged fire stations which will include building, residential accommodation
and also appliances and equipment.
Normally the developer has to reserve a
plot for amenity and then hand over this
plot to Urban Local Body (ULB) for public
utilisation. The fire officer should insist on
such an arrangement in case a high rise development is coming up and the existing
fire station is away from the proposed development. The fire office should work in
tandem with building proposal department
or development authorities of the city and
try to reserve plots for fire stations considering the future needs and development of
the city or town.
The local fire officer can also explore the
possibility to levy additional fees to recover

the cost of construction of fire station, appliances and equipment and recover the same
at the time of granting provisional
fire approvals to the proposed development. This
being a one-time fee, the
developer will not hesitate
to pay these fees.

2) cOST Of
OPeRaTiOn anD
mainTenance Of fiRe
STaTiOn:
Through Property Tax: In a majority of Municipal Council/
Corporation Acts, the provision
to collect fire tax at the rate of 2
to 4 per cent of the property
charges is made. Based on the establishment cost of fire service, the fire
officers may increase the fire tax proportionate to its cost of establishment and other expenditure.
Through scrutiny fees of fire approvals: An
alternative source of funding can be devised in the form of scrutiny fees of new
proposals coming up for development in
the city or town. This will ensure the recovery of establishment costs and other incidental expenditure incurred on the fire prevention wing of the fire services.

3) ThROUgh aDDiTiOnal fiRe
PROTecTiOn fUnD feeS OR
caPiTaTiOn feeS:

Additional fire protection fund
fees or capitation fees can be another tool by which fire services may generate additional revenue for the fire services. This fee can be levied on high rise
buildings and it is a one-time fee. In Maharashtra, a majority of Municipal Corporations collect capitation fees for high rise
buildings and keep them in separate accounts as per Section 25 of Maharashtra Fire Prevention and Life Safety
Measures Act (2006), and it is
binding on the Corporation to
utilise the fund for fire services on
establishment or for strengthening of fire
services.

4) annUal feeS On iniTial anD
aDDiTiOnal fiRe PROTecTiOn
fUnD feeS:
If the expenditure on the establishment of
fire services is not met by a levy of the
above fees, then annual fees of 1 per cent of
the initial or additional fire protection fund
fees can be levied on buildings.
>> Santosh Warick is Deputy Chief Fire Officer, MIDC, Mumbai.

OTHER SOURCES:
The fire services may levy fees on standby duties, services provided to private
companies or to temporary structures. Revenue can also be generated from
training activity, by imparting training to industrial worker and private establishments.
Considering the increasing demand of fire appliances and equipment and increasing cost of establishment of fire services, fire officers should think out-ofthe-box to generate their own funds for the development of fire services. This
initiative will help fire officers stand in a commanding position in front of the
budget allocators or decision makers or administrators. In the State of Maharashtra, this type of initiative is already implemented by various Municipal Corporations and Special Planning Authorities. The provisions are made in the Maharashtra Fire prevention and Life Safety Measures Act 2006 for creation and utilisation
of funds for strengthening and development of fire services. It is high time that
every fire service in India thought of methods for effective fund generation and
for development and strengthening of fire services, by making optimum utilisation of all resources such as three ‘Ms’ i.e. Men, Machinery and Money.
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fire
safety
in
high-rise
buildings

As cities go
vertical for lack
of space, they
pose unique
challenges for
fire safety in
skyscrapers.
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rom the last few years metropolitan cities like Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, the cities of business,
were identified as ‘the cities of skyscrapers’. What many have not given a thought to, however, is that fire safety
in high rise buildings has been a serious issue from the last few years, in terms of fire
services.
After every major fire in a high rise building, there are several allegations made
against the architect, developer, building
department and fire services, but the truth
is that most of the time, and in most cases,
fire fighting is hampered by improper maintenance of fire fighting arrangement and inadequate knowledge of fire fighting and
detection systems. However, implementation of various acts in various States and especially in Maharashtra (The Maharashtra
Fire Prevention and Life Safety Act) will now
give relief and support to fire fighters as
well as to residents of skyscrapers.
Most of the time, people choose flats or
offices in high rise buildings, considering

high rise bUilding fires haVe
certain featUres
n The smoke generated from the fire
spreads vertically and horizontally
through the building, even if the fire is
confined to only one room.
n Vertical smoke spread is exacerbated by
wind and by ‘stack effect’ which occurs
when the inside temperature of the
building is higher than the outside.
n Deaths and injuries occur due to spread
of smoke.
n Many fatalities can occur in the egress
routes (staircases and corridors) due to
smoke.
n Fire spreads to the upper floors from
staircases, various shafts of the building
etc. due to doors left open or burned-out,
and vertical openings, such as non sealed
electric shafts.
n Non provision of enclosed staircases
spreads smoke and affects evacuation
and fire fighting operation.
n Inadequate ventilation in corridors and
lift lobbies creates smoke-logged premises, and hampers evacuation and fire fighting.
n Fire lift with separate shaft and alternate
electric supply with provision of separate
DG (Diesel Generator) set is essential for
high rise buildings, but poor maintenance
and inadequate knowledge affects fire
fighting operations.
n Adequate fire fighting equipments with
alternate electric supply by provision of
separate DG set always helps in major fire,
but poor maintenance and inadequate
knowledge affects fire fighting operations.
n Provision of separate shaft for wet riser
system and box for its accessories keeps
fire fighting installations in good working
condition, but missing accessories always
affect fire fighting operations.

the amenities and facilities provided, but
not always considering several safety aspects. Further, they sometimes consciously
overlook fire safety, considering it as a ‘dead
investment’.
The time has come for everyone, not just
the fire department, architect and developers, but also the end users to think about
safety of the building by building active and
passive systems such as road width, open
spaces, staircases, corridors, refuse areas, fire
detection systems, etc. They must also fix
fire fighting arrangements of the building
for their own safety.
Simply complying with building codes
does not necessarily provide optimum fire
safety, but building and occupant-based
safety reduces the fire risk.

fire becomes difficult as overcrowding
causes slow movement and increases scope
for injury.
Also, how many buildings in the country
are completely accessible for help, especially from the outside? Till date, modern aerial
ladders continue to have limitations in fire
fighting operations, mostly due to constructional features of the building, so exterior
rescue and fire fighting is restricted only to
the lower floors. Hence, the fire department
has to depend on staircases and fire lifts to
move to the upper floors, and at the same
time as the occupants that are descending.
This delay may affect efforts in containing

the fire quickly.
The forces of nature also play a role –
stack effects and wind have a major impact
on smoke movement in high rise buildings,
which increases when height increases.
Vertical utilities such as pipes, ducts, cables and conduits run vertically, including
wet riser system shafts, which spread fire
and smoke upward and affect fire fighting
and evacuation.
Most of the time high rise apartment
buildings are not stand-alone structures.
They are situated above shops and other
commercial occupancies; and these occupancies have their own unique fire safety

Ensuring fire safety in
high rise buildings
Certain elements and systems must be taken into consideration to ensure fire safety in

high rise buildings. Some may be manmade, others may be natural but influenced
by man-made decisions.
For starters, take egress systems. As the
numbers of floors increase, so should the
numbers of staircases and their width. When
this does not happen, evacuation during a

Users, be safe in high rise buildings
n The occupant has to control the fire load by selection of appropriate construction and finishing material while doing the interiors of the building, and has to prefer non-combustible material for interior finishing. He or she must choose fire retardant paint wherever
possible.
n The occupant has to be aware of fixed fire fighting systems such as under ground tanks,
overhead tank fire pumps, jockey pumps, booster pump, wet riser dry riser systems, down
comers, sprinkler systems and installations such as hydrants, hoses and hose reels. These
must be properly maintained and accessible in times of emergency.
n Combustible material, inadequate ventilation, storage of combustible material can create
flash over and back draft in case of a fire.
n Controlling the construction does not apply only to the construction elements themselves, but also to design features such as openings (of doors and windows) and penetration for ducts, cables and piping, by which fire and smoke spread. In these areas, fire resistant material must be used.
n Normally, water is used as the main fire suppression element, but we have to think also in
terms of cooling, starvation and smothering methods for fire fighting.
n Knowledge about access /escape routes and co-ordination with the fire department in
case of fire emergency always gives a better result.
n Fire detection and fire alarm systems, as well as installation of heat detectors, beam detectors, flame detectors suggested by the fire brigade department as per occupancy, helps in
early fire detection and early actions.
n In addition to this, the use of fluorescent signages play a vital role in evacuation and fire
fighting.
n Regular training, evacuation drills and demonstrations always help in case of a real emergency.
n Unobstructed staircases, corridors, passages, maintaining travel distance, ventilated corridors, passages, sufficient numbers of exits help in the evacuation efforts. These are especially useful for aged and physically handicapped persons. Considering this, occupants
have to create assembly points and maintain refuge areas.

problems, which pose the risk of fire for
high rise buildings.
Special problems in fire fighting arise due
to the presence of basements, especially
those without adequate staircases, proper
ramps and adequate natural ventilation.
The fire-fighter has to enter the area against
the smoke, which is most dangerous to him
because of poisonous gases, low visibility
and high temperatures. The problem is
compounded if users of the basement
have dumped combustible material in the
basement.
A major design feature in most major
skyscrapers is the ‘atria’, which has interconnected floor spaces seemingly in midair. Buildings with atrium pose special problems with smoke spread. Mechanical
ventilation, invisible link type opening to
atrium, water curtains and sprinkler systems
must be integrated in fire fighting and detection system as some solutions for safety
of atrium.
It is always better to be safe than to be
sorry, so let us decide to update our basic
knowledge of fire safety and fire fighting,
which will go a long way in supporting
fire services and keep our families and
employees safe.
>> Courtesy: Maharashtra Fire Services
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discusses the need for
the right design and
resource organisation
to evacuate people from
high rises in the event
of a fire.

T

he urban population in India is increasing day by day and so is the
demand for new buildings. In this
scenario, more usable spaces are
expected in less ground coverage.
Tall buildings or high-rise buildings are the
result of these developments. The protection of occupants of high-rise buildings
must be made a part of every service.
Construction, planning and designing of
any class of building i.e either residential,
educational, institutional, assembly, mercantile, business, industrial , storages or a building handling any hazardous material
should be done in accordance with the Provisions of the National Building code ( NBC)
2005.
In addition to the fire protection, NBC
2005 emphasises more on life safety of the
occupants, and highlights detailed elaborate provisions for buildings, depending on
the basis of class of occupancies, number of
minimum staircases required, width of the
staircases, number of lifts and fire lifts, pres-
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surised staircases and lobbies, travel distance, provision of refuge areas , ventilation,
ramps etc. All these provisions play a vital
role for the safe evacuation of the occupants during the fire emergency.
Panic of occupants of high-rise buildings
during the early stages of a fire is a danger
that can contribute to high casualties;
smoke, gases, and super-heated air make
it imperative that an emergency evacuation program be established for all
high-rise buildings.
It is not the intention of this article to describe fire, smoke, and
similar emergency detection
systems. Detection, automatic alarm systems, or
automatic sprinkler systems should be a part
of the total fire protection preparedness program
anyway.

drawn up, it is important to understand the
aspects of evacuation that need to be coordinated, understood and organised. Consider the following for the same:
a) Identify the fire-detection, fire-fighting,
emergency warning systems, and reporting procedures for fire and other hazards.
b) An outline of the emergency evacuation
organisation plan with agreed-upon priorities, including responsibilities and authorities.
c) Coordination of central building emergency evacuation, with assigned floor
emergency evacuation teams, should
provide for the orderly movement of persons.
d) Pre-planning and “fire in progress”, chainof-command instructions, should be detailed, and each occupant should be required to acknowledge and comply.
e) In addition to a suitable and effective firedetection/fire-fighting system, an adequate and effective system for two-way
communications should be provided for
every floor. The communication system
will be used to direct the work assigned
to floor evacuation teams and to assist in
communications between buildings communications control centre and fire department personnel using the system
during fire-fighting and evacuation emergencies.

Efficient Evacuation:
Successful and efficient evacuation
depends on complete preplanning, organisation, and supervision. Planning should
include these basic principles:
1. Building evacuation organisation;
2. Evacuation policy and plans;
3. Detection and reporting (of fire or hazard);
4. Evacuation programme coordination (of
movement and evacuation);
5. Communication to direct movement and
evacuation;
6. Inspection and evaluation.

Building evacuation
organisation
Written plan – as soon as building occupancy begins, a written plan of fire and other
emergency procedures should be agreed
upon by building management and responsible representatives of each building.
However, before a written plan can be

Panic of occupants of
high-rise buildings
during the early stages
of a fire is a danger
that can contribute to
high casualties; smoke,
gases, and super-heated
air make it imperative
that an emergency
evacuation program be
established for all
high-rise buildings.

f) Building management and tenants
should cooperate in an education and
training programme for all emergency
floor-evacuation teams, employees, and
building visitors. This should include a
system of personal instruction for all
building inhabitants and proper posting
of instructions, placards, and evacuation
diagrams at strategic locations on every
floor. Emergency fire procedure information should be prominently posted in corridors.
g) One individual should be designated to
establish a programme, including proper
documentation for regular inspections
and follow-up to maintain the detection
and communication system in the best
operating condition.
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h) An evacuation drill programme should be
established, that will include periodic
practice of movement of occupants to
refuge areas. The frequency of these drills
– monthly, quarterly, etc. – would depend
upon the personnel turnover in the area.
The schedule should be maintained and
documented. The drill should include the
progressive movement of personnel to
areas of safety. The purpose of “progressive movement” should be explained to
the tenants at this time – to keep all tenants a safe distance from the fire hazard
without evacuating the building all at
once.

in the event of fire and the need to move
and evacuate persons.
l Include the duties and responsibilities of
emergency floor evacuation teams.
l	Refuge area should be clearly and prominently marked on the specific floors as
prescribed by the National Building Code,
this area should be easily accessible for
fighters Rescue ladders.
l Provisions of Illumination strips and glow
sign indicators in case of fire and dense
smoke is very much essential.
l Describe evacuation training to be provided and copies of written information
furnished to occupants. Fire and emergency evacuation information should be

Evacuation drills conducted with the help
of Local Fire Brigade authorities will give
more success and confidence to the occupants. Evacuations drills carefully conducted by the Local Fire brigades at the Hospital
buildings (Dummy patients) or in the School
buildings will not only have a positive impact but also stress a seriousness amongst
all the participants.

1. Evacuation policy
and plans
Policy and plans – When agreements
are signed with the occupants of high-rise
buildings, a document describing the building’s emergency evacuation policy and
plans should be provided by the building
management and agreed upon by the occupant. This document should describe firedetection, fire-fighting and fire reporting
systems and the emergency evacuation
plans and communication system provided
by the building.
Occupants should agree to furnish assigned emergency evacuation teams and a
responsible representative to act for them
in all matters of fire control and personal
evacuation. In the event that two or more
occupants occupy a floor, the occupants
should designate a floor evacuation representative and alternate who would report
to the building coordinator.
Evacuation routes – Drawings, diagrams, evacuation routes, and similar information should be included in the building’s
emergency evacuation plans. Care should
be taken for unobstructed evacuation
routes, passages, and protected lobbies. Furthermore, the document should include
those elements of this data sheet adopted
as standard procedures. Floor numbering
and direction of travel should be indicated
in stairwells.
The building’s emergency evacuation plan should:
l Define “imminent danger” situations and
provide for immediate temporary action
by responsible persons assigned to emergency floor evacuation teams.
l Indicate how central control will function
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posted at strategic locations on every
floor and elevator.
l Include a schedule of programmed fire
and evacuation drills. (Partial building skill
drills and full-dress “rehearsal for survival”
should be planned.)

2. Detection and reporting
This aspect of evacuation, though very
small, requires a separate section, due to its
sheer importance. Please review the below
in order of the points that are ignored the
most:
l	Reporting by telephone or personal contact should be discouraged when faster
means are available i.e. use the systems in
place and as detailed in the evacuation
plans; as it is important for the correct
people to know, about the fire, for safe
evacuation and not just ‘someone’ .
l Emergency telephone numbers like Police, Fire brigade, Hospitals, Doctors and
responsible persons of the building/company should be displayed in the security
cabin.
l Delays in reporting fires because of heroic but ineffective fire-fighting can result in
needless time loss and allow a simple fire
to get out of control.
l	Fire call reporting systems must be handy,
direct and not subject to any delay.
l If fire is detected or the start of a fire is
witnessed, it should be reported immediately.
l Display boards regarding Dos and Don’ts
in case of fire should be clearly displayed
on prominent locations of the building.

3. Evacuation Programme
Coordination

occupants should
agree to furnish
assigned emergency
evacuation teams to act
for them in all matters
of fire control and
personal evacuation. In
the event that two or
more occupants occupy
a floor, the occupants
should designate a
floor evacuation
representative and
alternate who would
report to the building
coordinator.

Movements of occupants to a refuge location, as well as total evacuation, require the
utmost coordination of assigned emergency evacuation floor teams and central evacuation control.
Chain-of-command, preplanning
should determine those vested with authority to move persons and evacuate emergency areas i.e.:
l Central building evacuation control
should take over command from floor
evacuation control teams immediately.
l	Under what circumstances emergency
temporary authority for immediate removal is provided to assigned floor evacuation control teams.
l Similarly, central evacuation control
should be relinquished to the fire department officials upon their arrival.
Evacuation communication – Movement and evacuation should be controlled
through communication i.e.
l Communication between central control
and affected areas is of prime concern.
l In addition to two-way communication

between the emergency area and central
control, all other occupants should be instructed properly about procedures to
follow for movement to refuge areas and
evacuation disciplines (or not to evacuate
until further notice).
Evacuation priorities –
l	Generally, immediate evacuation will be
from the floor where a fire or explosion
emergency occurs and the two floors immediately above, and the two floors immediately below the emergency floor.
l These occupants will be directed to a refuge area and will be given movement priority.
l Thereafter, movement and evacuation
priorities will be determined on the basis
of particular fire and smoke conditions reported by emergency evacuation floor
control teams and fire department personnel
l These persons will direct evacuation disciplines, assisted (as necessary) by trained
building evacuation control teams.
Preplanning and evacuation – Preplanning, evacuation priorities and proper
skill drills help eliminate mistakes and misunderstanding. Plans should include possible alternate routes when particular circumstances warrant rerouting of occupants because of hazards (such as smoke, heat, and
gasses) in the evacuation route. (Note: a
blocked open door can render an evacuation movement on a stairwell dangerous.
Alternate routes should be planned and directed to be used until the cause of danger
is removed and the stairwell is safe for use.)
Means of evacuation – Building central
evacuation control should determine the
safest and most efficient means of evacuation, depending upon the nature of the
emergency and scope of damage. This decision should be made known to floor evacuation control teams and personnel on
those floors affected, based on the order of
priority.
Evacuation priorities – There should
be a positive means of selectively notifying
occupants to evacuate. Definite priority
must be given to those floors directly involved and floors immediately adjacent to
the emergency. On the emergency involved
floor, evacuation should be to the nearest
available exit to a safe area three floors below or street level.
Exiting – Provisions should be made, and
directions provided by assigned floor evacuation control teams, to make sure that traffic flows out and away from the building at
all exit terminal points.
Use of stairwells – During fire emergencies, evacuation must be by means of
fire stairwells. Specific information of this

Building central
evacuation control
should determine the
safest and most
efficient means of
evacuation, depending
upon the nature of the
emergency and scope of
damage. This decision
should be made known
to floor evacuation
control teams and
personnel on those
floors affected, based
on the order of priority.
nature should be conveyed by the building
control to individually selected floors, or to
all floors, depending on the extent of the
emergency and the need for evacuation at
specific areas. (Local police and fire departments should be consulted to determine
adequacy of the plan.)
Elevator control – Immediately upon
recognition of fire emergency, all elevators
should be returned to the lobby floor.
Automatic devices should be installed to
allow elevator cars to bypass all fire-involved floors. Under no circumstances
should elevators be stopped at the fire-involved floors. All occupants of the building,
including visitors, must be informed that
there will be no elevator service to or from
emergency floors, and that they must
evacuate by way of fire stairwells to refuge

areas or beyond.
Physically handicapped occupants
should be moved down the fire stairwell to
the upper most floor served by an uninvolved elevator bank, and then be moved
by elevator under the direction of fire officials. Seriously handicapped persons should
be assisted by assigned floor evacuation
team members. Locating the usage areas of
handicapped persons in a work area near an
exit will make their evacuation easier. Control of elevators from the lobby level will be
under the command and direction of a fire
official. Elevators should be programmed to
return non-stop to the lobby level during
fire emergency.
Bomb-threat emergencies – Generally,
a bomb threat emergency will follow the
procedures established for fire emergency
movement and evacuation, except elevator
evacuation may be considered. The decision
to move occupants or to evacuate them will
be determined by police, bomb squads, or
fire department authorities. This is a complex decision based on many variables. It is
a job for the experts. Again, speed in reporting and preplanning is absolutely necessary,
especially when involving recognised authorities and determining “chain-of-command.” Communication channels must be
established to provide accessible, direct,
and no-delay reporting.

4. Communication to direct
movement and evacuation
Proper movement of persons to refuge areas or evacuation depends on complete
and accurate communications between
central control (building and fire authorities) and all assigned floor-evacuation control teams.
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Full-time communications – Communications channels must be available at all
times when the building is occupied by any
tenant, security, or cleaning people. Direct
contact to the chief of each floor’s assigned
evacuation control team (or designated alternates because the floor captain may be
out of the area, ill, or on vacation) must be
available at all times. These people must
have the authority, responsibility, and training to act for the building tenant on their
assigned floors. There must always be a
trained substitute to take over in the absence of any fire warden or acting fire warden. A system of alternates should be established so that no floor evacuation team is
depleted for even as short a time as a lunch
period.
Off-duty-hour communication –
During periods when the building is not occupied, direct signalling to the fire department should be established. At no time
should any one enter the building without
his presence being duly noted in writing at
a security guard entry location. It will be the
security guard’s duty to notify and evacuate
all “off-hour” occupants in the event a fire or
other emergency occurs.
Methods of communication – Several
communication systems are commercially
available to ensure full service communications at all times. Personal wireless pagers,
loud speakers, and telephones can be used
to announce evacuation communication
needs and to provide initial contact between the captain (regular or acting) of the
floor evacuation control teams and central
building evacuation control. Fire-call stations located at strategic intervals on each
floor will allow confidential selective notification by two-way communications when it
is not desired to sound a “general alarm.”
However, a selective system of alarm or pager that alerts by floors should notify floor
evacuation control teams to “man their stations,” including “pulling” the floor box to receive more detailed instructions beyond the
general announcements going to the tenants on each floor.
Communications backup – Whatever
system of communication used should be
backed up by at least one alternate, independent communication system to use in
the event the primary system becomes inoperative.

5. Inspection and Evaluation
A complete inspection of building and occupant premises should be made to ascertain regular and special needs of the building and its occupants before establishing an
emergency evacuation program. Fire prevention specialists should be consulted, and
the program evaluated by means of regular
inspection programming. This is also neces-
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sary whenever changes are made to physical structures in the building, and for
re-modelling or renovation of occupant
premises.
Inspection form – It is suggested that
an emergency plan inspection form be used
for regularly scheduled inspections.
Schedule of inspection – It is suggested that inspections be performed on a regular, scheduled basis. The frequency of inspection is determined by special needs,
construction, or occupancy. Inspection reports and the overall evaluation of the
Emergency evacuation plan should be reviewed on a regular basis with fire authorities.
Inspection reports – Copies of inspection reports should be distributed to:
l Building management;
l Captains of emergency evacuation floor
teams;
l	Fire safety coordinator;
l Tenants with fire violations or conducting
hazardous operations likely to cause a
fire.
An inspection and evaluation team
should be made up of a representative of
the building, an authorized representative
of the occupants, and emergency evacuation team captains of the areas being inspected. Rotating guest inspection team
members should be invited to provide education and training.
Occupant questionnaires – Periodically, a questionnaire should be distributed
to each tenant evaluating occupancy of the
building and preparedness for emergencies.
These should relate to furnishings, fixtures,
electrical changes, etc., and any changes in
originally disclosures such as storage and
use of flammables, explosives, or “exotic”

Fire prevention
specialists should be
consulted, and the
programme evaluated
by means of regular
inspection
programming. This is
also necessary
whenever changes are
made to physical
structures in the
building, and for
remodelling or
renovation of occupant
premises.
materials that might be a fire or explosion
hazard. Randomly selected groups of occupants and their employees should be given
questionnaires relating to their knowledge
of: number and location of exits; location of
flammables; usage of stairwells instead of
elevators during emergencies; names of
floor wardens, etc. These questionnaires can
be distributed by emergency evacuation
floor teams or inspection teams and pickedup and evaluated by fire authorities, building management, occupant representatives,
and captains of emergency evacuation floor
teams. This will serve as a continuous method of evaluating occupancy of the building
and preparedness for emergencies.
>> Devendra Potphode is the Divisional Fire Officer,
MIDC, Mumbai.

Conclusion
In the way of growth, we cannot stop
making tall buildings but can definitely avoid any type of accident by proper
design, adhering active and passive
Fire protection measures as prescribed
by National Building Code – 2005, execution and operation of each service. I
hope this article can guide you, but it
is alertness and timely function that
can save us from any such accidents.
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GB Menon, founder
president of nafo,
offers some sage advice

let’s push for our
pending demands

I

f you have read the earlier issue of fire
Tech released by NAfO in April 2013,
you may recollect that I had given
some ‘key observations’ about the urgent need for delinking the State fire
Services from the command and control of
the Police force. The overwhelming statutory, professional and ethical justifications for
these observations had also been clearly
emphasised. (Please see ‘ Some key observations from our founder President,’ fire Tech,
April 1-June 2013)
These legitimate demands of our fire Service community have been projected to the
government authorities on various occasions in the past five decades, but with no
end results in sight. This thoroughly lacka-

daisical attitude on the part of the Central
and State government authorities has
brought in a large measure of demoralisation among the members of the fire Services in the country – let us not forget that
these same fire Services that are always
ready to save the lives of members of the

This thoroughly
lackadaisical attitude on the
part of the Central and State
government authorities has
brought in a large measure
of demoralisation among
the members of the fire
Services in the country.

public, at the peril of their own lives and
limbs!
I had sent a representation dated June 5,
2013 to Shri mullappally ramachandran,
Hon’ble minister of State mHA, as a reminder to my earlier letter dated february 27,
2012, and he had sent his reply dated march
12, 2012 on ‘Appointment of National fire
Service Commission’, which is yet another
demand pending from the year 1982. While
concluding my last reminder letter of June
5, 2013, I had made a clear mention that if
the mHA fails to issue favourable orders on
this issue before July 31, 2013, the NAfO, on
behalf of the fire Services Community in India, will be forced to file a PIl/Writ Petition
in the Supreme Court of India for relief and
justice.
likewise, in the case of kerala State fire
and rescue Services, which had been facing
serious deficiencies and shortcomings in
manpower and major fire-fighting equipment for many years, I had forwarded a representation dated June 6, 2013 to the
Hon’ble Justice Thottathil B radhakrishan,
requesting for court intervention for immediate promulgation of the kerala fire and
rescue Services rules pending since 2007
(while kerala fire force Act was promulgated on June 21, 1962), and for early rectification of the deficiencies and inadequacies in
the State fire and rescue Services.
Since I am an old man, and only because
of my intense prayers to god, and His benign grace, I am still carrying on my earnest
and humble request to all my fire Service
friends is BE uNITED TO ACHIEvE Our lONg
CHErISHED COmmON gOAlS.
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Checklist of hazardous chemicals
CHEMICALS UPON WHICH WATER SHOULD NOT BE USED:Camphor

Colourless, crystalline solid, often wax like m.p. 175 C, flammable and burns with a smoky
flame.

Carbides of calcium aluminium, etc. and
calcium cyanamide

Calcium carbide, a greyish substance, decomposed by water to form acetylene. It is not
combustible in the dry state. Calcium cyanamide is made from calcium carbide and it may
contain the carbide as an impurity.

Calcium oxide or quicklime

White powder or lumps, which generate much heat on application or water. This is sufficient to ignite paper and wood under certain circumstances.

Peroxides of sodium and potassium

Yellow or White powders; they give off oxygen and produce caustic soda or potash when
treated with water.

Metallic sodium or Potassium, rubidium
calcium

Soft, Whitish metal, gives of hydrogen and produces caustic alkalies on coming in contact
with water.

Red hot iron

Gives off hydrogen, on coming in contact with water.

Coal tar

Black viscous liquid evolving flammable vapours which may not be easily extinguished
with water and may cause a spill-over of the burning liquid.

Benzene, toluol, xylene, naphtha

Distillation products of coal-tar, highly flammable and being lighter than water floats on it;
water will spread the fire.

Paints, resins, varnish, turpentine, oils,

fats, greases, petrol

Cellulose paint collodion

Cellulose nitrate with pigments dissolved in organic solvents like ethyl acetate, acetone, or
alcohols-water will spread the fire. They may form hydrogen while on fire, on coming in
contact with water.

Magnesium metal, electron metal

Alloy of magnesium with a small percentage of aluminium and zinc. The burning metal is
explosive in contact with water due to the formation of hydrogen.

Naphthalene

A solid whitish hydrocarbon, produced during fractional distillation of coal-tar. It evolves a
smoky flame and melts at 79 C and the liquid on coming in contact with water will solidify,
choking all outlets.

Nitrate and cyanide baths for heat treatment of metals.

Used for heat treatment of various metallic parts, which are dipped in baths of molten nitrates or cyanides, raised to temperatures ranging from 449 c upwards. Water will cause violent scattering of the molten salts with explosion.
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>>
> SULPHUR AND METALLIC SULPHIDES MUST NOT BE STORED WITH CARBON,
LAMPBLACK, FATS, OILS, CHLORATES OR PHOSPHATES....... Read More

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF SAFE STORAGE
FOR SOME CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
i.

Organic substances are not to be stored with nitric acid,
carriers of oxygen, ozone, picrates, chlorates, liquid air,
fulminates, flats or oils.

viii. Strong sulphuric acid must not be stored with strong nitric
acid, saltapetre, metallic powders, bronzes, carbides, picrates,
fulminates or chlorates.

ii.

Lampblack or carbonaceous substances are not to be stored
with facts, oils. sulphur, metallic sulphides or carriers of
oxygen.

ix.

Carbonates or bi-carbonates must not be stored with acids.

x.

Carbon disulphide must not be stored with carriers of oxygen,
ozone, or liquefied oxygen.

xi.

Fulminates, picrates or chlorates must not be stored with
mineral acids, organic substance, sulphur, carriers of O2, ozone
and liquid oxygen.

xii.

Sulphur and metallic sulphides must not be stored with
carbon, lampblack, fats, oils, chlorates or phosphates.

iii.

Metals in powder form (viz. bronze powder) are not to be
stored together with damp substances, dusty materials,
mineral acids , ethereal or fatty oils, oil of turpentine,
carriers of oxygen, ozone, flowers of sulphur.

iv.

Resin, turpentine, ethereal oils should not be stored with
iodine, chlorine, mineral acids and carriers of oxygen.

v.

Carriers of oxygen, liquid oxygen and ozone must not be
stored with fulminates, chlorates or with organic substances.
Picrates with bronze, and metallic powders, carbon,
lampblack, resins, phosphorus, sulphur, hydrogen sulphide
and nitric acid and dusty carbonaceous substances must not
be stored together.

vi.

Carbides and quick-lime must not be stored with water
nor damp substances with acids of any kind in the same room.

vii.

Strong nitric acid must not be stored with oil of turpentine,
hydro-iodic acid, organic substances, sulphureted hydrogen.
Similarly, carriers of oxygen, Carbides, metallic powder, strong
sulphuric acid, picrates should not be stored together.

xiii. Nitrates and substances impregnated with saltpetre must not
be stored with sulphuric acid.
xiv. Fast and oils, particularly vegetable oils like linseed oil, are not
to be stored with organic substances like jute or lampblack,
metallic sulphides pyrites.
xv.

Beeswax is not to be stored with textiles, fibres, acids chemicals, lime,
oils, paints or carbides of metals.

xvi.

Bleaching powder must not be stored with ether, ammonia and
mineral acids.

xvii.

Ammonium nitrate must not be stored with acids or with
carbonaceous substances like wood, cork, paper, fibres, textiles, straw,
rubber or leather.
>> Courtesy: Maharashtra Fire Services
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Most fires in forests
are created by man.
The need to protect
forests, a precious
resource for the
nation, is felt today
more than ever before,
writes VK Bahuguna
Article courtesy: Ministry of
Environment and Forests,
Government of India

The need
to curb
forest fires
A

s per the latest State of Forests
report of the Forest Survey of
India the actual forest cover of
India is 19.27 per cent of the
geographic area, corresponding
to 63.3 million hectare. Only 38 million hectare of forests are well stocked (crown density above 40 per cent). This resource has to
meet the demand of a population of 950
million people and around 450 million cattle. As such, the country has to meet the
needs of 16 per cent of the world’s population from 1 per cent of the world forest resources. The same forest has also to cater for
the 19 per cent of the world cattle population.
The forests of the country are therefore,
under tremendous pressure. Forest fires are
a major cause of degradation of India’s forests. While statistical data on fire loss are
weak, it is estimated that the proportion of
forest areas prone to forest fires annually
ranges from 33 per cent in some States to
over 90 per cent in other. About 90 per cent
of the forest fires in India are created by humans. The normal fire season in India is from
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The normal fire season in India is from the month
of February to mid June. India witnessed the
most severe forest fires in the summer of 1995 in
the hills of Uttar Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh.
The fires were very severe and an area of
6,77,700 hectare was affected by fires.

the month of February to mid June. India
witnessed the most severe forest fires in the
summer of 1995 in the hills of Uttar Pradesh
and Himachal Pradesh. The fires were very
severe and an area of 6,77,700 hectare was
affected by fires.
As per the Forest Survey of India, data on
forest fires attribute around 50 per cent of
the forest areas as fire-prone. This does not
mean that 50 per cent of the country’s area
is affected by fires annually. Very heavy,
heavy and frequent forest fire damages are
noticed only over 0.8 per cent, 0.14 per cent
and 5.16 per cent of the forest areas respectively.Thus, only 6.17 per cent of the
forests are prone to severe fire damage. In
absolute terms, out of the 63 million hectare
of forests an area of around 3.73 million

>> Yet another dimension is being added to the project by involving the village forest protection committees
constituted under the Joint Forest Management (JFM) programme. Read More

Rs 40,000 to Rs 60,000 million. In other
States, precious deciduous forests rich in
bio-diversity get largely damaged by forest
fires. The forests of North East region of the
country are hotspots of biodiversity. To safeguard these precious forests and their value,
it is necessary to have more rigorous protection from fire damage than that has
been accorded hitherto.

About 90 per cent of the forest
fires in India are started by
humans. Forest fires cause wide
ranging adverse ecological,
economic and social impacts. In
a nutshell, fires cause:

hectare can be presumed to be affected by
fires annually.

Why forests matter
The forests of the country are under tremendous pressure. On the one hand, the
poor are heavily dependent on the forests
for their subsistence needs, on the other,
growing liberalisation, industrialisation and
fast spreading economic activities at the
national and regional levels are putting
pressure on the resource base. Over the
years, the country’s forests have suffered serious depletion due to unrelenting pressure
from increased demand for fuelwood, fodder, timber, inadequacy of protection and
diversion of forest lands to agriculture and
pastoral uses etc.
India has about 1.7 million hectares of
productive coniferous forests with such
valuable timber and pulpwood species as
fir, spruce, deodar, kail and chir pine. The estimated growing stock of these forests is
over 200 million cubic metres, the monetary
value of which could be anywhere between

n Loss of valuable timber resources
and depletion of carbon sinks
n Degradation of water catchment
areas resulting in loss of water
n Loss of biodiversity and extinction of plants and animals
n Loss of wild life habitat and depletion of wild life
n Loss of natural regeneration and
reduction in forest cover and production
n Global warming resulting in rising temperature
n Loss of carbon sink resource and
increase in percentage of CO2 in
the atmosphere
n Change in micro climate of the
area making it unhealthy living
conditions
n Soil erosion affecting productivity
of soils and production
n Ozone layer depletion
n Health problems leading to diseases
n Indirect affect on agricultural production: Loss of livelihood for the
tribals as approximately 65 million
people are classified as tribals who
directly depend upon collection of
non-timber forest products from
the forest areas for their livelihood.

Estimation of losses
from forest fires
The statistics on forest fire damage are very
poor in the country. In the absence of proper data, it is difficult to arrive at the accurate
losses from forest fires. Moreover, the losses
from fires in respect to changes in biodiversity, carbons sequestration capability, soil
moisture and nutrient losses etc. can not be
measured but, nevertheless, are very significant from the point of view of ecological
stability and environmental conservation.
To a certain extent, the loss due to forest
fires can be estimated based on the inventories made by the FSI as reported in the
state of forest report 1995 and subsequent
field observations conducted by them. The
statistics of losses from forest fires from the

various States of the Union is still very
sketchy and fragmented. Much of the data
available does not reflect the ground situation and is grossly under reported. The total
reported loss from the states of the union is
around Rs 35 crore.

Forest fire prevention
in India
The subject of forests is in the concurrent
list of the Constitution of India. The Central
Government and State Governments are
both competent to legislate on the issue.
The issues relating to policy planning and finance is the primary responsibility of the
Government of India. The field administration of the forests is the responsibility of the
various State Governments. The State Government thus has the direct responsibility
of the management of forest resources of
the country. The fire prevention and control
measures are, therefore, carried out by the
State forest departments. Each State and
Union Territory has its own separate forest
department. At the Government of India
level, Inspector General of Forests and Special Secretary to the Government of India is
the head of the professional forest service
in the country. Inspector General of Forests
and Special Secretary is assisted by addi-

tional Inspector General of Forest and Deputy Inspector Generals. Forest fire prevention is looked after by the Forest Protection
Division in the Ministry, which is headed by
a Deputy Inspector General of Forests. The
Ministry is implementing a plan scheme
‘Modern Forest Fire Control Methods’ in India under which the State Governments are
provided financial assistance for fire prevention and control.
India has a history of scientific forest
management for over 130 years. Forestry
practices have been developed for a large
number of forest types and species in India.
The forests are managed through well prepared forest working plans and fire prevention and control has always constituted an
important component of the working plan.
Mostly, the prescriptions relate to employing traditional practices like creation and
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maintenance of fire lines, fire tracks, control
burning, engaging fire watchers during the
fire seasons, etc. The villagers situated in
and around forest areas are also legally supposed to assist the forest department staff
in extinguishing the fires. These methods
proved quite effective in controlling forest
fires in the country, but gradually due to
population pressure on forests and resultant conflicts and resource hunger, it became difficult to check forest fires in India
through these methods.

forest area. The two States offered different
ecological and physical characteristics and
therefore, offered a good opportunity to try
the technologies of forest fire prevention
and control.
The project yielded excellent results both
from the angle of technical suitability and
economic efficiency. It clearly demonstrated
that the fire incidents can be reduced drastically as in some cases the incidents were
reduced by 90 per cent in selected areas.
Based on the success of this project, the

period (1997-2002) and four more states are
being added to the list. The Central component of the scheme envisages closing the
Air Operation Wing (as it is felt to strengthen the traditional and cost effective methods) and introducing a component of close
monitoring of forest fires for creation of
data base through Forest Survey of India
and involvement of research institutes and
other agencies for generating more information on forest fires for better planning
and management.
Yet another dimension is being added to
the project by involving the village forest
protection committees constituted under
the Joint Forest Management (JFM) programme. The JFM programme is being implemented in 22 states through 35,000 village forest protection committees over an
area of 7 million ha. It is proposed to invoke
the people’s interest and enlist their support for fire prevention and fire fighting operations. The Government is considering
setting up of a National Institute of Forest

More and more biotic pressure increased
the fire incidences resulting in poor regeneration in forest areas. In view of this, it was
felt necessary to implement a modern forest fire fighting regime in the country. A
UNDP project was implemented during
1985 to 1990 in the country to address the
problem of resource damage from uncontrolled forest fires. The project primarily focused on involving a systematic approach
to deal with forest fire damages through
tapping of the knowledge gained by some
developed countries in preventing, detecting and suppressing forest fires, and its
transfer to India. Under this project, a pilot
project was launched in two States, viz Uttar
Pradesh and Maharashtra, where severe
fires had affected around 50 per cent of the

Government of India, Ministry of Environment and Forests initiated a scheme entitled ‘Modern Forest Fire Control Methods’
since 1992-93. The scheme was launched
during the 8th Plan period in 11 States
where the major forest fires occur. The project covered 60 per cent of the forest areas
of the country. Under the scheme, the Government provided financial assistance to
state forest departments for procurement
of hand tools, fire resistant clothes and fire
fighting equipments, wireless sets, construction of fire watch towers, fire finders, creation of fire lines and for research, training
and publicity on fire fighting.
Under the Central Government an air operation wing was maintained. The project
has been continuing during the 9th plan

Fire Management with satellite centres in
different parts of India to bring the latest
forest fire fighting technologies to India
through proper research, training of personnel and technology transfer on a long-term
basis. Notwithstanding the existing efforts,
it is still felt that there is an acute shortage
of resources for forest fire prevention, detection, and control and also for research,
training and equipments. All attempts need
to be made to obtain more financial resources and technical assistance within the
country and also to tap the external funding
sources for developing permanent fire
fighting capabilities.
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>> VK Bahuguna was the former Deputy Inspector General of
Forests, Ministry of Environment and Forests, Government of India.

TRA KRISHNAN LAYS OUT A STEP-BYSTEP TUTORIAL FOR THE DESIGN AND
FUNCTIONALITY OF AUTOMATIC
SPRINKLERS SYSTEMS, AND THEIR ROLE IN
EXTINGUISING FIRE.

AuTomATic sprinkler
fire eXTinguishing sysTems:
code of prAcTice - pArT i
0. introduction
a) A sprinkler system consists of a water
supply (or supplies) and one or more
sprinkler installations; each installation
consists of a set of installation control
valves and a pipe array fitted with sprinkler heads. The sprinkler heads are fitted
at specified locations at the roof or ceiling, and where necessary between racks,
below shelves, inside ovens or stoves or
below obstructions. The main elements of
a typical installation are shown in the figure 1.
b) A sprinkler has two functions to perform.
it must first detect a fire, and must then
provide an adequate distribution of water
to control or extinguish it. Each function
is performed separately and one is independent of the other except insofar as
early detection makes extinction easier
because the fire has not grown large. The
classic use of the sprinkler is in the hot
gas layer which forms beneath the ceiling
of an enclosure in which a fire is developing.
c) The sprinklers operate at pre-determined
temperatures to discharge water over the
affected part of the area below, the flow
of water through the alarm valve initiating a fire alarm. The operating temperature is generally selected to suit ambient
temperature conditions. Only sprinklers in
the vicinity of the fire, i.e. those which become sufficiently heated, operate. it
should not be assumed that the provision
of sprinkler system entirely obviates the
need for other means of fighting fires and
it is important to consider the fire precautions in the premises as a whole.
d) Structural fire resistance, escape routes,

fire alarm systems, particular hazards
needing other fire protection methods,
provision of hose reels and fire hydrants
and portable fire extinguishers, etc., safe
working and good handling methods,
management supervision and good
housekeeping all need consideration
e) it is essential that sprinkler systems
should be properly maintained to ensure
operation when required. This routine is
reliable to be overlooked or given insufficient attention by supervisors. it is, however, neglected at peril to the lives of the
occupants of the premises at the risk of
cripple financial loss. The importance of
proper maintenance cannot be too highly
emphasized. When sprinkler systems are
disabled, extra attention should be paid
to fire precautions and the appropriate
authorities informed. This has been discussed in detail in Chapters 15 and 16 of
the regulations.
f) The regulations have been divided into
various sections and each section deals
elaborately with various aspects of the
sprinkler protection system. The pipe sizing and hydraulic calculations for various
hazards are discussed in detail. Figures
have been shown for several rules where
more clarity is required. The rules are
clearer about where the system is not required and where the systems can be excluded.
g) All over the world, pre-calculated systems
are done away with and hydraulic calculations are prevalent. Previous version of
this standard provided for pre-calculated
systems. in this publication, pre-calculated systems are retained but only for small
installations of light and ordinary hazard
types. High hazard systems, irrespective

of their size, shall need to be fully calculated.
h) Sprinkler design for high rise buildings is
a challenge particularly for buildings
which are more than 60M. This standard
has provided good inputs on protection
for high rise buildings. This will supplement the provisions in the national Building Code, which is under revision.
i) Classification of commodities under storage has been enlarged to accommodate
most of the substances which are stored
and used in various process industries.
j) The pumping capacity and the water requirements for the sprinkler system have
been suitably modified based on the innovations in sprinkler design.
k) There are innovations in sprinkler protection and new type of sprinklers has been
introduced in the market by manufacturers. Most of them have been tested under
stricter conditions by national/international laboratories and approved for the
purpose. Some of them are Early suppression Fast Response (ESFR) sprinklers,
Large drop sprinklers etc. which are basically used for the protection of high challenge storage hazards. Extended coverage sprinklers are used for the protection
of manufacturing and storage blocks.
Reasonable inputs have been provided in
this standard on these applications. A
separate chapter is dedicated to the type
of sprinklers and their usage to specific
applications. Design details have been
touched upon in detail only for those
sprinklers which have a wide following
like ESFR sprinklers and the like. Detailed
rules can be made for other systems
when popularized.
l) Certain new components have been in-
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troduced under sprinkler hardware like
new types of sprinklers, piping materials,
supports and other auxiliaries.

1. scope
1.1 This standard specifies minimum requirements for the design, installation
and maintenance of fixed automatic
sprinkler systems in buildings and industrial plants, and particular requirements for sprinkler systems, which are
integral to measures for the protection
of life and property as well.
1.2 This standard covers only the types of
sprinkler specified in Chapter 7, see
clause 7.2 in particular for the details.
1.3 The requirements of this standard are
also applicable to any addition, extension, repair or other modification to a
sprinkler system.
1.4 The requirements of this standard are
not applicable to water spray or deluge
systems, as they are specifically covered
under iS-15325, code of practice for design, installation and maintenance of
water spray systems.
1.5 Previous version of this standard covered the classification of hazards, provision of water supplies, components to
be used, installation and testing of the
system, maintenance, and the extension
of existing systems, and identified certain constructional features of the protected buildings which are the minimum necessary for satisfactory performance of sprinkler systems complying
with this standard. All these principles
have been retained in this revision as
well, while amplifying the details with
due regard to latest technological innovations and improvements in the last
decade.
1.6 The requirements are not valid for certain specific applications like those on
ships, in aircraft, on vehicles and for below ground systems in the mining industry and the like.
1.7 nothing in this standard prevents introduction of new concepts and technologies, when a) such systems are at least
equivalent to various provisions of this
standard and b) backed up by successful full scale fire testing in recognized
test laboratories where the design criteria and test results have been fully documented.

2. reference
2.1 While making this standard, assistance is
derived from certain existing indian
standards in two ways i.e. clauses from
certain indian standards have been reproduced in this standard for enhanced
clarity and also reference have been
made to certain other standards which
shall need to be referred while designing sprinkler systems.
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2.2 All the associated indian standards are
listed in Annexure ‘A’ of this document
for the convenience of those who peruse this document. At the time of publication of this standard, all the associated standards are current and valid.
2.3 The referenced standards in Annexure
‘A’ are indispensable for the application
of this document. All these indian standards are dynamic, undergoing changes
due to amendments, revisions etc. from
time to time. Hence, it shall be necessary and the responsibility for those
who peruse this document for design
purpose, to visit the latest revision of
documents listed in Annexure’A’.

3. terminology
For the purpose of this part of the code,
following definitions shall apply. The definitions are divided under various
headings for better
understanding and
greater clarity.

3.1 generAl
a) sprinkLer : A
Fire suppression
or control device
that operates automatically when its heat
activated element is heated to its thermal rating
or above, allowing water
to discharge over a
specified area.
b) sprinkLer yoke : That
part of the sprinkler which
retains the heat responsive element in load bearing contact with the
sprinkler head.
c) sprinkLer system : An integrated system of underground and overhead piping designed in accordance with goof fire
engineering practices. The system includes a dedicated water supply that caters to one or more systems. The portion
of the system above ground is a network
of specially sized or hydraulically designed piping installed in a building to
which sprinklers are attached in a systematic pattern. Each system has a control
valve that includes a device for actuating
an alarm when the system is in operation.
The system is actuated by heat from a fire
and discharges water over the fire area.
d) sprinkLer cHaracteristics
n Thermal sensitivity : A measure of rapidity with which the thermal element
operates as installed in a specific sprinkler
or sprinkler assembly. One measure of
thermal sensitivity is the RTi i.e. response
time index as measured under prescribed
test conditions.
n RTi for standard response sprinklers is
80(meters-seconds)0.5 or more

n RTi for fast response sprinklers is
50(meters-seconds)0.5 or less
n Temperature rating (see clause 7.6)
n Orifice size (see clauses 7.3 and 7.4)

3.2 Types of sprinkler
sysTems
a) wet pipe systems : Sprinkler systems
employing automatic sprinklers attached
to a piping network always charged with
water and connected to a water supply so
that water discharges immediately from
sprinklers opened by heat from a fire.
b) dry pipe systems : Sprinkler systems
employing automatic sprinklers attached
to a piping network containing air or nitrogen under pressure, the release from
which permits the water pressure to open
a valve known as dry pipe valve, and
then water flows into the piping
network and discharges
from the opened sprinklers.
c)
deLuge system : Sprinkler systems employing
open sprinklers that
are attached to a
piping network that
is connected to a water supply through a
valve that is opened by
the operation of a detection system installed in the
same areas as the sprinklers.
When this valve opens, water flows into the piping
network and discharges
from all sprinklers connected
thereto.
d)
pre-action system :
Sprinkler systems employing automatic
sprinklers attached to a piping network
that contains air that might or might not
be under pressure, with a supplemented
detection system installed in the same
area as the sprinklers. Pre-action system
can be combined with either dry or wet
pipe system applications.
e) Looped system : Sprinkler system in
which multiple cross mains are tied together so as to provide more than one
path for water to flow to an operating
sprinkler and branch lines are not tied together.
f) gridded system : Sprinkler systems in
which parallel cross mains are connected
by multiple branch lines. An operating
sprinkler will receive water from both
ends of its branch line, while the other
branch lines help transfer water between
cross mains.
g) anti-freeZe system : Wet pipe sprinkler systems employing automatic sprinklers attached to a piping network containing anti-freeze solution and that are
connected to a water supply. The antifreeze solution is discharged, followed by

water, immediately upon operation od
sprinklers opened by heat from a fire.
h) High rise system : Sprinkler system in
which the highest sprinkler is more than
45 m above the lowest sprinkler or above
the sprinkler pumps, whichever is the
lower.
i) Life safety system : Sprinkler systems
forming an integral part of measures required for the protection of life, especially
where evacuating the building depends
on the performance of the sprinkler system and sprinklers are required expressly
for life safety purposes.

3.3 Type of sprinklers
3.3.1 According to the release
mechanism
a) Fusible element sprinklers :
Opened under the influence of heat by
melting of a component
b) Glass bulb sprinklers : Opened under the influence of heat by the bursting
of the glass bulb through pressure resulting from expansion of the fluid enclosed
therein
3.3.2 According to the type of discharge
a) Conventional sprinkler : Has a
spherical water distribution directed towards the ground over a definite protection area. These sprinklers shall discharge
from 40 to 60 percent of the total water
flow initially in a downward direction.
b) Spray sprinkler : Has a paraboloidal
water distribution directed towards the
ground over a definite protection area.
These sprinklers shall discharge from 80
to 100 percent of the total water flow in a
downward direction.
3.3.3 According to the mounting
pattern
a) Pendent sprinkler : Sprinkler designed to be installed in such a way that
the water stream is directed downward
against the deflector.
b) Upright sprinkler : Sprinkler designed to be installed in such a way that

the water stream is directed upward
against the deflector.
c) Sidewall sprinkler : Sprinkler having
special deflector that are designed to discharge most of the water away from the
nearby wall in a pattern resembling one
quarter of a sphere, with a small portion
of the discharge directed at the wall behind the sprinkler.
d) Recessed sprinkler : Sprinkler in
which all or part of the body, other than
the shank thread, is mounted within a recessed housing.
e) Flush sprinkler : Sprinkler in which all
or part of the body, other than the shank
thread, is mounted above the lower plane
of the ceiling.
f) Concealed sprinkler : A recessed
sprinkler with a cover plate.
g) Sprinkler rosette: Plate covering the
gap between the shank or body of a
sprinkler projecting through a suspended
ceiling, and the ceiling
h) Sprinkler yoke : The part of a sprinkler
that retains the heat sensitive element in
load bearing contact with the sprinkler
head
3.3.4 According to special applications
a) Extended coverage (EC) sprinkler
: A type of spray sprinkler which extends
the usual maximum area of protection at
increased spacing and listed as a special
sprinkler. Sprinkler that gives a downward
parabolic pattern of water discharge with
high discharge density directly below and
adjacent to the sprinkler and a diminishing density with increasing distance from
the sprinkler.
b) Extended large orifice (ELO)
sprinkler : A type of spray sprinkler
which discharges at a hemispherical pattern, provide greater flows at lower pressures in comparison to standard or large
orifice sprinklers. (Also called CMDA –
Control Mode density Application) sprinklers)
c) Large drop sprinklers : A type of
spray sprinkler that is capable of producing characteristic large water droplets

and is listed for its capability to provide
fire control of specific high-challenge fire
hazard. (Also called CMSA – Control Mode
Special Application) sprinklers
d) Early suppression fast response
(ESFR) sprinklers : A type of fast response sprinkler that is listed for its capability to provide fire suppression of specific high-challenge fire hazards. Sprinkler
that gives a downward parabolic pattern
of water discharge with high momentum
and mass flow directly below and adjacent to the sprinkler and a diminishing
density with increasing distance from the
sprinkler.
e) Intermediate level or Rack storage sprinkler: A sprinkler equipped
with integral shields to protect its operating elements from the discharge of the
sprinklers installed at higher elevations.
f) Cut-Off or open Sprinkler - A sprinkler protecting a door or window between two areas only one of which is protected by the sprinkler.

3.4 Alarm Valve
a) Water Flow Alarm device : An attachment to the sprinkler system that detects a pre-determined water flow and is
connected to a fire alarm system to initiate an alarm condition or is used mechanically or electrically initiate a fire
pump or local audible or visual alarm
b) Alarm Test Valve : A valve through
which water may be drawn to test the operation of the water motor firm alarm
and/or of any associated electric fire
alarm.
c) Alarm Valve : A check valve, of the wet,
dry or composite type, that also initiates
the water motor fire alarm when the
sprinkler installation operates. Each type
of sprinkler systems mentioned in clause
3.2 have alarm valves connected thereto

3.5 Piping
a) Trunk Mains : A pipe connection to
two or more water supply pipes to the installation main control valve set(s).
b) Supply Pipe : A pipe connecting a water
supply to a trunk main or the installation
main control valve set(s); or a pipe supplying water to a private reservoir, suction
tank or gravity tank.
c) Main Distribution Pipe : A pipe feeding a distribution pipe.
d) Distribution Pipe : A pipe feeding either arange pipe directly or a single sprinkler on a non-terminal range pipe more
than 300 mm long.
e) Distribution Pipe Spur: A distribution
pipe from a main distribution pipe, to a
terminal branched pipe array.
f) Range Pipe : A pipe feeding sprinkler
directly or via arm pipes of restricted
length.
g)	Arm Pipe : A pipe less than 300mm long,
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other than the last section of a range
pipe, feeding a single sprinkler.
h) Riser :A vertical pipe feeding a distribution or range pipe.
i)	Drop : A vertical pipe feeding a distribution or range pipe.
j)	Terminal Range Configuration : A pipe
array with only one water supply route
from a distribution pipe.
k) Terminal Main Configuration : A
pipe array with only one water supply
route to each range pipe.
l) System riser : The above ground horizontal or vertical pipe between the water
supply and the mains that contain a control valve and water flow alarm device.
m) Pipe array: Pipes feeding a group of
sprinklers. Pipe arrays can be looped, gridded or branched
n) End-centre array : Pipe array with
range pipes on both sides of a distribution pipe
o) End-side array: Pipe array with range
pipes on one side only of a distribution
pipe
p) Zone: Sub-division of an installation with
a specific flow alarm and fitted with a
monitored subsidiary stop.

stallation is designed, determined from
the discharge of a specified group of
sprinklers, in LPM, divided by the area
covered, in M3.
g) Precalculated : A term applied to
pipework sized as specified in clause
10.4- or an installation in which pipe
downstream of the design point is sized
by calculations.
h) Design point : point on a distribution
pipe of a pre-calculated installation,
downstream of which pipework is sized
from tables and upstream of which pipework is sized by hydraulic calculation.
i) ‘A’ gauge : Pressure gauge connected to
a town main connection, between the
supply pipe stop valve and the non-return valve
j) ‘B’ gauge : Pressure gauge connected to
and on the same level as an alarm valve,
indicating the pressure on the upstream
side of the valve

3.6 Hydraulics of the
system
a) Hydraulically designed system : A
calculated sprinkler system in which pipe
sizes are selected on a pressure loss basis
to provide a prescribed water density, in
LPM/M2, or a prescribed minimum discharge pressure or flow per sprinkler, distributed with a reasonable degree of uniformity over a prescribed area.
b) Fully Hydraulically Calculated :
A term applied to pipe work sized as
specified in clause 10.5 or an installation
in which all the pipe work downstream of
the main installation control valve set is
sized.
c) Assumed Maximum Area of Operation, Hydraulically Most Favourable Location : The location in a sprinkler array of an AMAO of specified shape
at which the water flow is the maximum
for a specific pressure.
d)	Assumed Maximum Area of Operation,
Hydraulically Most Unfavourable Location : The location in a sprinkler array of
an AMAO of specified shape at which the
water supply pressure is the maximum
needed to give the specified design density.
e) 	Design Area : The design area is
a theoretical area of the building in M2
representing the worst case area where a
fire could burn.
f) Design Density : The design density is
a measurement of how much liters of water per square meter of floor area (LPM/
M2) should be applied to the design area.
The minimum density of discharge, in
mm/min of water, for which a sprinkler in-
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k) ‘C’ gauge : Pressure gauge connected to
and on the same level as an alarm valve,
indicating the pressure on the downstream side of the valve

3.7 Layouts
a)	Standard sprinkler layout : A rectilinear lay out with the sprinkler aligned
perpendicular to the run of the ranges.
b) Staggered sprinkler layout : An
off-set lay out with the sprinklers displaced one half pitch along the range
pipe relative to the next range or ranges.

3.8 Building
a)	Ceiling height : The distance between
the floor and underside of the ceiling
above
b) Flat ceiling : A continuous ceiling in a
single plane
c) Horizontal ceiling : A ceiling with a
slope not exceeding 2 in 12
d) Sloped ceiling : A ceiling with a slope
exceeding 2 in 12
e) Smooth ceiling : A continuous ceiling
free from significant irregularities, lumps
or indentations
f) Compartment : A space completely enclosed by walls and ceiling.
g) Drop-out ceiling : A suspended ceiling system which is installed below the
sprinklers.
h)	Obstructed construction : Panel
construction and other construction

where beams, trusses and other building
members impede the heat flow or water
distribution in a manner that materially
affects the ability of sprinklers to control
or suppress a fire
i) Unobstructed construction : Construction where beams, trusses and other
building members do not impede the
heat flow or water distribution in a manner that materially affects the ability of
sprinklers to control or suppress a fire.

3.9 Storage
a)	Cartoned : A method of storage consisting of corrugated cardboard or paperboard containers fully enclosing the commodity
b) Clearance : The distance from the top
of the storage to the ceiling sprinkler detectors.
d) Exposed plastic commodities:
Those plastics not in packagings or coverings that absorb water or otherwise appreciably retard the burning hazard of
the commodity.
e) Flue space
n Longitudinal : The space between
rows of storage perpendicular to the direction of loading with a width not exceeding 600mm between storage.
n Transverse : The space between
rows of storage parallel to the direction of
loading.
f) High piled storage: Solid piled, freestanding, palletized, rack storage and
shelved storage where the height exceeds 4M.
g) Palletized storage : Storage of commodities on pallets or other storage aids
that form horizontal space between tiers
of storage.
h) Rack : Any combination of vertical, horizontal and diagonal structural members
that support stored materials or commodities.
i) Shelf storage: Storage on structures
upto and including 750mm in depth and
separated by aisles at least 750mm wide.
j) Solid piled storage : Storage of commodities stacked one over the other.
k) Slatted shelf rack : A rack where
shelves are fixed in place with a series of
narrow individual solid supports used as
the shelf material and spaced apart with
regular openings.
l) Solid shelf rack : A rack where
shelves are fixed in place with a solid, slatted or wire mesh barrier used as the shelf
material and having limited or no openings in the shelf area.
m) Unexpanded plastics : Unexpanded
plastics are high-density materials that
may be blown into different shapes such
as drums, containers, electronics housings
etc. and these are less fire hazardous than
expanded plastics which are otherwise
called foamed plastics.
...Part II in next issue

membersHip subscription rates 2013

***

annual / ordinary membership rs 500/-(renewable every year)

eLite membersHip (for a decade ) rs. 3,000/-renewabLe after 10 years for nominaL payment of rs 500/for all members;
membership processing fees rs niL
special amnesty period declared up to 31st december for members who are
in arrears. please hurry and join afresh by paying your subscription fee.
***

as per managing committee meeting dated 13th oct., 2012

fire sAfeTy slogAns
n practice fire safety. watch what you heat
n fire catches, so don’t play with matches
n gather your clan, make a fire plan
n stop, drop, and roll
n think of fire before it starts
n fire is a good servant but a bad master.
n stop, drop, and roll.
n get out quick, before the smoke gets thick!
n when in doubt, there’s two ways out!
n fire catches, so don’t play with matches.
n fire is a good servant but a bad master.
n think of fire before it starts.
n uncontrolled fire knows no frontiers.
n kill fire before it kills you.
n be alert, avert fire.
n fire loss is a national loss.
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